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ABSTRACT
Adding the “E” in participatory planning processes refers to the introduction of Electronic web 2.0
tools to participatory planning processes, so-called e-participation. The purpose of this research is
to understand how web 2.0 tools contribute collaborative decision-making processes for
neighbourhood-planning projects. With the help of the actor network theory a narrative is built on the
interaction between actors in neighbourhood planning projects since the introduction of a new actor,
namely the web 2.0 tool BUURbook. The study has shown that web 2.0 tools have a limited
contribution to collaborative decision-making processes at this moment. Citizens easily interact with
each other online, but planners and government oﬃcials are absent on online platforms. The
development of e-participation strategies and policies might reduce the experimental character and
potentially enhance the contribution of web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects.
Keywords: E-participation, collaborative planning, web 2.0 tools, actor network theory, grounded
theory
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SUMMARY
Adding the “E” in participatory planning processes refers to the introduction of Electronic web 2.0
tools to participatory planning processes, so-called e-participation. We are living in an age of rapid
digitalisation. People are spending more and more time online on their laptops, smartphones or
tablets and find ways to interact with each other. So called Web 2.0 tools, which can be seen as a
loose collection of ‘second-generation’ web-based technologies and services designed to facilitate
collaboration and sharing between users (Ward 2011, p. 922), contribute to these online interactions.
On the other hand we see that the paradigm of collaborative planning emphasises public
participation for neighbourhood planning projects. However, public participation sometimes has a
tokenistic character, where the input of the public has a symbolic role. Perhaps e-participation
counters this tokenism and contributes to collaborative decision-making.
The purpose of this research is to understand how web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative
decision-making processes for neighbourhood-planning projects. With the help of actor network
theory a narrative is built on how actors interact with each other since the introduction of a new
actor, namely the web 2.0 tool BUURbook. BUURbook is an online neighbourhood platform where
citizens, government oﬃcials and professionals can interact with each other on local issues. For this
study the introduction of the tool in the neighbourhood Schiebroek in Rotterdam and Sterrenburg in
Dordrecht is analysed. The data derived out of the case study is collected and analysed
simultaneously by the process of grounded theory and viewed through the lens of Actor Network
Theory. It is a misunderstanding that existing theories cannot be included into the process of
grounded theory. Predicted theories, worldviews, culture and many other aspects influence every
scientist interpretation of the data. By acknowledging these influences grounded theory can be
developed while including existing theories. With the help of the process of grounded theory a
grounded narrative is created based on interviews with key actors, an analysis of online discussions
concerned neighbourhood projects and document studies of participatory policies and reports. The
results contribute to the social objective to gain more understanding on e-participation, its possible
values regarding the new environmental law and improvement of participation processes. The results
also contribute to the scientific objective to gain more empirical knowledge on the use of e-tools in
planning process. Overall the thesis answers the following central research question:
How does the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects?
To study the topic of e-participation the Actor Network Theory, developed by Michel Callon, Bruno
Latour en John Law inspired the research design and formed a lens for the present study. Actor
Network Theory combines social science with technology by value both living as non-living entities
as actors. The theory's aims to describe a society of humans and non-humans as equal actors tied
together by networks built and maintained in order to achieve a particular goal (Stalder, 1997). Eparticipation is an excellent example of the fusion of sociology and technology. The use of e-tools
influences the way citizens interact with each other and with the government. This makes it
interesting to not only look at the interactions between humans but also between non-living entities
like web 2.0 tools.
The study has shown that web 2.0 tools have a limited contribution to collaborative decision-making
processes at this moment. Web 2.0 tools enable the public to participate at planning projects at any
place and at any time. This is a major diﬀerence with current participation processes that are mostly
initiated by the government. The crowd generates input on web 2.0 tools. They generate rapid
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content on a variety of topics. This is very useful to gain feedback on plans and for problem
identification. For more in-depth discussions web 2.0 tools seem to lack committed participants. The
present institutional framework seems to make the agency of the public via web 2.0 tools limited to
decisions. Planners and other government oﬃcials are rarely present at web 2.0 tools, also due to
lacking policy documents and strategies concerned e-participation. The study did show that
government oﬃcials are experimenting with web 2.0 tools. The development of e-participation
strategies and policies might reduce the experimental character and potentially enhance the
contribution of web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning
projects.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
We are living in an age of rapid digitalisation. People are spending more and more time online on
their laptops, smartphones or tablets and find ways to interact with each other besides face-to-face
interactions. These online interactions create new information flows facilitated and distributed on
social media and via other web 2.0 tools (Äström et al., 2011). So called Web 2.0 tools, which can be
seen as a loose collection of ‘second-generation’ web-based technologies and services designed to
facilitate collaboration and sharing between users (Ward 2011, p. 922), contribute to these online
interactions. Examples of web 2.0 tools are social media platforms such as social media channels or
apps, as long as they are facilitated interactions. Municipalities and other governments are also
engaging more with web 2.0 tools to improve their services. The municipality of Zwolle, for example,
recently launched (16/06/16) their app Carto where citizens can submit proposals for their
neighbourhood*.
Simultaneously, we see that the society is changing towards a society of articulate citizens, with
unprecedented reaction speed, learning ability and creativity (Hajer, 2011). There is a large group of
citizens, farmers and entrepreneurs who are willing to take action and want to participate in their
local environment (Hajer 2011). Citizens and professionals are using online platforms, such as
Facebook, Twitter or specific apps and websites, to generate information flows to interfere in their
own living environment. The information flows are often neighbourhood oriented. An example is the
WhatsApp-groups many neighbours engage in these days, which have the goal to improve safety in
their neighbourhoods. Via WhatsApp they keep each other informed on happenings in their
neighbourhood (Bervoets et al., 2016). On Facebook we see citizens gather to come in action or to
gain support for initiatives. An example is the Facebook page of Saldo010, an initiative of citizens
who are looking for support for a sustainable integration of the new highway track A13 / A16**. These
can all be seen as diﬀerent forms of electronic participation.
As a student specialised in land-use planning I am interested in the topic of electronic citizen
participation, from here onwards mentioned e-participation, because I see many potentials in the use
of Web 2.0 tools for public participation in planning projects or/and processes. Looking at the online
initiatives, which were mentioned, I’ve noticed that many of them have a strong connection with the
planning profession. These online platforms stimulate citizens, governments and professionals to
interact with each other regarding their living environment. This new information flow provided by
online interaction oﬀers a lot of information and feedback on our living environment, which we can
use as planners. Studying e-tools and scientific literature regarding e-participation, during my
research internship, showed me many possibilities of these kinds of tools, especially when it comes
to public participation. But there is little knowledge on how these tools function and how they might
or might not empower citizens in planning projects, this will be further discussed in the section
addressing the research problem. Therefor the central question in the present study is: How does
the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects?
Further on in this chapter I will discuss the problem statement viewed from the practical perspective
and the research perspective that leads to the purpose of this research. In chapter two the theory
behind this research will be addressed. The theory concerned (e)participation will be shortly
discussed and the Actor Network Theory will be introduced which will be used as a theoretical

* http://www.destentor.nl/regio/zwolle/hand-in-hand-met-gemeente-met-nieuwe-zwolse-app-1.6110542
**https://www.facebook.com/saldo010/?fref=ts
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framework for the present research. Chapter two will end with a paragraph about grounded theory.
Grounded theory is being used as a method to collect and analyse the data systematically. It is a
misunderstanding that existing theories (like Actor Network Theory) cannot be included into the
process of grounded theory. Predicted theories, worldviews, culture and many other aspects
influence every scientist interpretation of data. By acknowledging these influences grounded theory
can be developed while including existing theories. With the help of the process of grounded theory
a grounded narrative is created based on interviews with key actors, an analysis of online
discussions concerned neighbourhood projects and document studies of participatory policies and
reports. Chapter three will present the research focus and the research questions. The case that will
be studied will be described in chapter four. The methods for data collection and analysis and the
structure of the research will be discussed in chapter five. Chapter six will show the results of the
research and in the final chapter, chapter seven, the results will be discussed and the conclusions
will be presented.

1.2 Problem statement
1.2.1 Practical problem

Citizens are becoming more vocal and they’re finding diﬀerent ways to express and interact with
other stakeholders about their living environment (Hajer 2011). We see that people are interacting
more and more online via social media or other online platforms. Planners are, on the other hand,
looking for ways to make their processes participatory. Some consider e-tools as instruments to
reach more people and make their processes more participatory.
The upcoming Dutch environmental law will legally embed public participation in spatial projects
(Nijenhuis, 2015). Besides environmental, economical and aesthetic aspects, the input of citizens
also will be part of the aspects planners need to implement in their spatial plans. This regulation
starts again the debate on eﬃcient public participation. The way public participation is currently
embedded in the planning process is reviewed with the new environmental law and new options are
being evaluated. Public participation is at the moment not legally embedded in spatial or
environmental laws but with the introduction of the new environmental law this will change (van den
Broek et al., 2016). It will be legally binding to gain support from citizens and professional for spatial
developments. The Netherlands Institute for Social Research (Sociaal Cultureel Planbureau)
published a report on the conditions for public participation in the new environment law. The report
shows that the changing flows of information due to digitalisation create an important trend that
needs to be taken in account. The Netherlands Institute for Social Research state that a successful
environmental law and the democratic level of the society will need a well informed society (van den
Broek et al., 2016). Under the influence of digitalisation the supply and demand of information
changes. This information is, in contradiction to the traditional media channels, such as tv, radio and
newspapers, created by multiple sources. Citizens do not only gain information on their
neighbourhood but they also provide information, whether asked or unasked for. The traditional
media channels have to share their role with new media channels, or might even lose their role.
Therefore the Social Cultural Planning Agency states that it is important to pay special attention to eparticipation when it comes to participation and the new environmental law. They suggest that there
should be invested in the development of new e-tools to facilitate e-participation but the tools which
are already used by the public should also be embraced (van den Broek et al., 2016, p. 92).
Under professionals the question rises if mentored participation won’t lead to symbolic participation
(in Dutch: Schijnparticipatie). We speak of symbolic participation when citizens are asked to
participate but the actual decisions are already made or when the input of citizens is not included in
the decision-making process (Loyens & Van de Walle, 2006). The concept of symbolic participation is
formulated by Arnstein (1969) as tokenism, a level of engagement where the public has a voice but
3

the power lies with the decision-maker to do something with it. Conrad et al. (2011) also experienced
this situation in her research, Hearing but not listening. In this study she states that planners and
policy makers conduct public participation simply because it is required, but the eventual input to
the decision-making process is limited. Planners and policy makers often experience public
participation as a burden (Hajer, 2011; Åström et al., 2011; Conrad et al., 2011). Arnstein (1969, p.
216) compares public participation with eating spinach. She states that: ‘The idea of citizen
participation is a little like eating spinach: no one is against it in principle because it is good for you’.
This metaphor also suggests that even though spinach is good for you, you might not always want
to eat spinach. Conrad et al., (2011) describes that participation processes sometimes result to be a
bureaucratic requirement what makes it feel like a burden. This raises for me the question how we
can improve this situation and turn the burden of public participation in to an opportunity.
Digitalisation brings many new opportunities and changes in the society. So, could this perhaps
change some of the obstacles of public participation? Strategic Planner Zef Hemel (2016) sees a lot
of potentials in the use of (online) platforms in planning practises. He even states that online
platforms are the salvation for the planning profession. Hemel (2016) state that platforms enable
citizens to connect with each other and gain more influence on planning processes. For the
government this provides opportunities to make use of this collecting intelligence. According to
Hemel (2016) this form of planning, what he calls open planning, counters many of the above named
participation problems since citizens have to possibility to group and take their own initiative. Hemel
(2016) wrote his article in respond to the exhibition ‘Volksvlĳt 2056’ he organised. Volksvlĳt 2056 was
an exhibition that functioned as a platform to gain input for the economic future of Amsterdam. The
input was delivered via online and oﬄine interactions. Beside this event there are many other online
platforms with the same character as the Volksvlĳt 2056 exhibition. A quick Internet search shows
the great number of diﬀerent e-tools available for public participation related to planning practises
(figure 1). The tools vary from platforms, mainly developed by governments, to initiatives on social
media, often started by citizens. They all have the same thing in common; the participants on these
platforms are, just as at the exhibition, focused on sharing information about their living environment
via online interactions.

Figure 1: internet search e-participation tools

While exploring this topic I had some meetings with professionals (M. van der Velde – BUURbook, D.
van Ransbeeck – Citizenlab) engaged in the development e-tools. In these meetings I’ve discussed
their motivation to develop e-tools specific for planing practises. They both explained to me that they
see much potential in the empowerment of citizens via online participation. Citizens can spread their
ideas or initiative more easily via these platforms than via traditional communication. The tools make
them connect with other citizens but also with the government what improves the chance of
succeeding. BUURbook and Citizenlab are both Web 2.0 tools developed by enthusiasts who see
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potentials in bringing the government and the public together via e-participation. The founders of
these online platforms aim to make participation processes more eﬃcient and improve the influence
of citizens on decision-making processes with their tools. But does the introduction of web 2.0 tools
really change the relations between participants in planning processes? Can they make the
diﬀerences they oversee or will we cope with the same tokenism problems as in the traditional
planning processes?
To explore the above asked questions the tool BUURbook will be analysed as a case study in this
thesis. BUURbook is an independent, social, online neighbourhood platform. The public can interact
in diﬀerent ways on this platform, from discussions concerned neighbourhood problems, to the start
of neighbourhood initiatives. BUURbook is a growing platform that aims to empower citizens in their
own neighbourhood. According to the founder of the platform, M. van der Velde, there are currently
around 25 neighbourhoods which have joined BUURbook and over 250 neighbourhoods are
interested. The case and the motivation to draw on this single case will be further elaborated on in
chapter four.

1.2.2 Research problem

This research has been inspired by a systematic literature review that I have conducted, with my
fellow researchers, during my internship on the use of e-tools in public participation within the
planning profession. In addition, I’ve attended the IJEPR- first annual e-planning conference in
Lisbon. This provided insights in the currently available literature and the academic research trends
regarding the topic of e-participation and e-planning.
Current research
Several authors have studied the potential of e-participation from diﬀerent perspectives (Lee et al.,
2014; Jensen et al., 2007; Hilton 2006; Liste and Sørensen 2007; Hill and Alport 2007; Kolsaker and
Lee-Kelley 2007; Bonsón et al., 2014; Alport and Macintyre 2007; Hepburn 2014; Saglie and Vabo
2009; Pieper 2014; Åström et al., 2011). The older papers, roughly from before 2007, addressed the
first generation tools . These tools where for example: governmental websites and e-mailing, and
they where mostly focused on the spread of information and knowledge with the help of e-tools. The
more recent papers review diﬀerent kind of e-tools, such as: e-petitioning, e-panels, blogs, eplatforms, forums, online budgeting and many more can be listed. These kinds of tools can be
categorised as Web 2.0 tools, which have a high level of interaction between diﬀerent kind of actors.
In comparison with the older papers, which focused on informing, the focus has shifted towards
interaction.
Literature on e-participation specifically focused on planning projects or processes is relatively
scarce. For the systematic literature review conducted during my research internship we had to
widen our scope to other fields (for example; political science, computer science, public
administration, cultural heritage, tourism and communication) to gain a comprehensive view on the
topic. This shows that there is a need to conduct more research regarding the topic of e-participation
in collaborative planning processes. Authors who are engaged in the planing profession recommend
more case studies and research where Web 2.0 tools will be studied or evaluated within the planning
context (Åstöm 2011, Bonsón et al., 2014, Carrizales et al., 2011, Valeriano et al., 2014, SandovalAlmazan and Gil-Garcia 2011, Ward 2011). Åstöm (2011, p.584) for example implies that there is a
need for further research on what the potential is of e-participation and how these may change the
balance of power between planners and people.
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This was also one of the outcomes of the IJEPR Conference. There is a demand for literature that
evaluates the latest developed tools to keep the academic knowledge up-to-date with the practical
developments. The present research oﬀers a response to these recommendations.
Both the older and newer papers that made part of the review, focused on e-tools that were
developed or used by governmental actors. But, as discussed earlier, we see in practice also tools
developed by the public, which have a more public to public- or public to government relation, also
known as bottom-up. Therefore I see potential in analysing participation processes via web 2.0 tools
to enrich the literature in the field of (e-)planning.

1.3 Purpose of the research
The purpose of this research is to understand how web 2.0 tools contribute, or how they do not
contribute to collaborative decision-making processes for neighbourhood-planning projects. A
qualitative methods design is used to understand this phenomena.
With the help of actor network theory (further discussed in the next chapter) a narrative will be built
on how the actors interact since the introduction of a new actor namely the web 2.0 tool BUURbook.
Interviews will provide in-depth qualitative data that will explore how the key actors experience the
change in the dynamic of decision-making processes due to the introduction of a web 2.0 tool. The
platform BUURbook provides many online discussions concerned neighbourhood projects. Based
on the interviews and observation of the platform, discussions will be selected and analysed to
strengthen the narratives of the key actors and to study the online interactions. Reports and policy
documents will also be analysed to complement the narratives. The data will be collected and
analysed simultaneously by the process of grounded theory. It is an iterative process that comes to
end when there is a satisfying level of saturation. The result will be reflected on the existing literature
on e-participation, actor network theory and the problem statement. Figure 2 shows a conceptual
image of this research structure.

Figure 2: Research structure
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The results will contribute to the social objective to gain more understanding of e-participation, its
possible values regarding the new environmental law and improvement of participation processes. It
will also contribute to the scientific objective to gain more empirical knowledge on the use of e-tools
in planning process. Overall it will answer the following central research question:
How does the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects?
The following chapter will discuss the theories behind this research. Chapter three will present the
elaborated research questions based on the purpose statement and the theory.
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2. THEORY
In the following chapter the relevant theories for the present study will be discussed. The chapter will
begin with an elaboration on the topic of (e)-participation, which is already briefly discussed in the
introduction. This paragraph will provide a short introduction to the theory of collaborative planning
and tokenistic public participation. This will be followed by an overview of the current literature on eparticipation in respond to the discussed problems with tokenism.
The Actor Network Theory inspires the theoretical framework for this study. Actor Network Theory is
a view on science and the society that values living entities the same as non-living entities, such as
web 2.0 tools, as equal actors. The second paragraph will introduce the theory with its key concepts
and the limitations. As an addition to Actor Network Theory the principles of Grounded Theory will be
used to collect and analyse the data. Paragraph three will provide an introduction to Grounded
Theory. The final paragraph will give an overview of common or important definitions for this study.

2.1 (e)-Participation
2.1.1 Collaborative planning
Over the last decades the planning profession has shifted from a modernistic view where rational
planning strategies formed the foundation of decisions, to a post-modernistic view where
communication has a more prominent role. This post-modernistic view is called collaborative
planning (Allmendinger, 2009). Collaborative planning is an inclusive dialogic approach were multiple
stakeholders are included in the planning process (Brand & Gaﬃkin, 2007). Collaborative planning is
known for its contextual focus. It doesn't focus on rational dimensions but more on the
interpretations of dimensions. For example: a walk of five kilometres feels for one person as a short
distance were for someone else it can feel like a long walk. This makes the inclusion of perspectives
from diﬀerent stakeholders valuable for the decision making process. The concept of collaborative
planning gained popularity, is debated and refined by many authors. Among them are scholars as
Innes, Booher, Forester, Friedman, Hoch, Fischer, Albrechts, Hajer, Davoudi, Moulaert and Healey
(Brand & Gaﬃkin, 2007). The scholars are diﬀerently interpreting collaborative planning but they
agree that the principle activity of a public planner is to facilitate, or participate in processes of
deliberation (Brand & Gaﬃkin, 2007). The ideas behind collaborative planning theory inspired
governments in the Netherlands and other countries in Western Europe to develop policies and
regulations regarding the involvement in public planning and decision-making (Åström et al., 2011).
The upcoming environmental law, which legally embeds public participation in planning projects, is
the most recent and profound example that shows the emphasis on collaborative planning and
decision-making in the Netherlands. The new environmental law will make it mediatory for large
developments to include the public in the decision making process. It is not specified how this has to
be done.
Participation is an important concept in collaborative planning. One of the most familiar
conceptualisations of public participation in the ‘ladder of participation’ form Arnstein (1969). The
ladder presents diﬀerent stages of public participation, from manipulation to citizens control. Even
though the ladder eﬀectively conceptualises diﬀerent forms of participation, it also gain critiques.
Most of the critiques are concerned the linear and hierarchical character of the ladder. The
participation of stakeholders is a complex process and the conceptualisation of the ladder is to
simplistic to capture this process (Collins & Ison, 2006; Lane, 2005).
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Chapter 1.2.1 discussed the sometimes-tokenistic character of participation processes. Tokenism is
a symbolic form of participation where participants do not have direct influence on the decision
making process. Arnstein (1969) describes it as the level of participation that allows the participation
to hear but not to have a voice. Planners often experience public participation as a bureaucratic
requirement, which, as discussed in the introduction, potentially makes it feel like a burden instead of
a value (Åström, 2011; Conrad, 2011; Hajer, 2011). When the professionals do not experience the
values of participation it might lead to tokenism. Tokenism conflicts with the principles of
collaborative planning to include diﬀerent stakeholders in the planning process. The benefits and
pitfalls of public participation are widely debated by diﬀerent scholars. In this thesis I will not discuss
all of them but I will look closer at a new form of participation that might changes the current issues
that lead to tokenistic participation. This form of participation is electronic participation, further
mentioned as e-participation.

2.1.2 E-participation
‘E-participation is the participation of stakeholders in decision-making through the use of ICT’s
‘(Paskaleva-Shapira et al., 2008, p. 390). Digitalisation of the participation process, e-participation,
might counter some of the conflicts with tokenism in planning processes which potentially could
make the decision-making processes more collaborative. A concept related to e-participation is edemocracy. Electronic democracy or e-democracy is defined by Nuojua (2010, p4) as; ‘the use of
information and communications technology to connect decision-makers and citizens by the means
of information, voting, polling or discussion’. E-democracy and e-participation have gained attention
supported by activities in practice. From online grassroots initiatives started on social platforms to
high impact demonstrations supported by e-tools where the Arab spring in North Africa is a vivid and
recent example of. The protests in the Middle east were triggered by the heavy use of social
networks and the ‘power of the crowd’ forced the governments to respond.
The interest in e-democracy and e-participation is also present among academics. There are a
growing number of scholars that believe in the potentials of digitalisation to counter tokenism in
planning processes. Sandoval-Almazan & Gil-Garci (2011) e.g. argue that even though improvements
to the institutional system have to be made, the potentials of local governance via the internet are
clearly present. Their result is based on an assessment of local government portals in Mexico. Pieper
& Pieper (2014) name the use of web 2.0 tools a functional add-on option for political participation
and might have the potential to contribute to the ideal of deliberative democracy. Their research
included a case study on online budgeting in Frankfurt. And as a finally example, Lee et al., (2014)
states that e-democracy might be beneficial to counter political divides because there is a diﬀerence
in online and oﬄine political participation, based on an e-Petitioning case study in Taiwan.
Many more of these promising outcomes can be listed but there are also studies that show diﬀerent
outcomes. In contradiction to the promising results Åström (2011) for example stated that despite
great expectations on information and communication technologies, Swedish experience indicates
that the status quo between planners and people remains.
The topic of e-participation regarding land-use planning is interesting to study because, the
outcomes on the potentials of e-participation in the literature diﬀer. The second point is that web 2.0
tools, as discussed in the introduction, are a relatively new phenomena. This newness makes it an
interesting research topic since there is a lot debate on. This makes it a vivid and recognisable topic.
Besides that there are not many case studies that focus on the Netherlands, even though the
Netherlands is one of the top countries when it comes to e-participation according to the UN EGovernment Survey 2016. Finally it is important to analyse cases to keep up with practice. There are
many rapid innovations in the ICT sector. This has an impact on the planning profession; an example
10

of this is the implementation of e-participation in the new environmental law (van den Broek et al.,
2016). But to understand how e-participation works and to know what the potential impact on the
planning profession can be, more empirical research is needed.

2.2 Actor Network Theory
To study the topic of e-participation I’ve searched for a theoretical framework that was suitable for
the technical aspects as well as the social aspects of the topic. This led to a research design inspired
by the Actor Network Theory (further ANT), developed by Michel Callon, Bruno Latour en John Law.
Philosopher and sociologist Bruno Latour (1992) argues that we should embrace technology as
anthropomorphic since technology is made by humans, substitutes for the actions of humans, and
shapes human action. The theory's aim is to describe a society of humans and non-humans as equal
actors tied together by networks built and maintained in order to achieve a particular goal (Stalder,
1997). E-participation is an excellent example of the fusion of sociology and technology. The use of
e-tools influences the way citizens interact with each other and with the government. This makes it
interesting to not only look at the interactions between humans but also between non-living entities
like web 2.0 tools.
Technology greatly influences our actions and ways of interacting. Therefore technologies can’t just
be seen as a ‘thing’ but should be seen as an actor itself because they influence networks. The
feature that non living entities are also actors is one of the main features for ANT. This feature makes
ANT a suitable theory for research fields that deal with social and technical aspects such as
environmental studies (van Herzele et al., 2010; Burgess et al., 2000), tourism (Jóhannesson, 2005;
van der Duim, 2007; Arnaboldi et al., 2011) and water management (Bijker, 2002). But also in land
use planning there is some literature influenced by ANT. Comber et al. (2002), for example uses ANT
to study land cover mapping projects in the UK. An other example is Murdoch (1997), who uses ANT
to study the diﬀerent perspectives of space. The amount of land use planning literature using ANT is
limited. This might be due to the limitations, which I will discuss in paragraph 2.3. Taking the
limitations in account, I do see a suitable applicability of the theory regarding this present research.
Stanforth (2007) uses ANT to analyse e-government implementations in developing countries.
According to Stanforth (2007) ANT can be presented as a complementary approach to information
system studies, the relation between ICT innovation and particular organisational or societal eﬀects.
Stanforth’s interpretation of the approach suits my ambition to study how web 2.0 tools contribute or
how they do not contribute to, the collaborative decision-making processes.
As a start ANT needs a short introduction to take away some misunderstandings that are pointed out
by Bruno Latour (1998) himself. The first frequent misunderstanding Latour (1998) describes is the
misinterpretation of the term Network. Networks are often associated with technical infrastructural
networks but in this theory that is not the case. Many studies also present the results of an ANT
study in the form of a social network with hubs and spokes, but this is not necessary needed (van
Herzele et al., 2010). Paragraph 2.2.2 explains the term network as mend by Latour (1998).
The second misunderstanding is the term actor. This suggests that it is a social theory but as briefly
discussed before, it also includes non-social entities. In paragraph 2.2.2 the concept actor will be
further explained.
The final misunderstanding concerns the term theory. Latour (2004, p. 62) himself wrote that: ‘ANT is
a theory thats isn't applicable to anything’. In contradiction to most theories ANT doesn't tell you
anything about the content of a topic but it tells you how to look at a topic. ANT tells you how you
should do research, or not, in order to give actors room to express themselves (Latour, 2004). ANT
therefore might sound more like a research method than a theory. The definition of theory is: a formal
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statement of the rules on which a subject of study is based or of ideas that are suggested to explain a
fact or event or, more generally, an opinion or explanation’ (Camebridge dictionary). ANT provides
rules on how to perform research, it explains how and why you should do this. This makes it a theory
but since it is not applicable on content but on ‘how to do things’ it might be confused with a
method. In my opinion it is lacking the characteristics to be a research method since ANT does not
tell you how to collect and analyse your data. ANT is a way of looking at the world.
Especially this last ‘misunderstanding’ about not being a theory makes ANT a suitable framework for
my thesis. ANT provides me a lens to look at real live cases without narrowing my view to a certain
direction. Case studies provide a lot of information and as an inexperienced researcher it is diﬃcult
to find the most interesting and important elements. ANT helps to focus on the key elements namely
the actors, their interactions and the network. Since it is not a theory on the content it gives the
actors in my research room to express themselves.
ANT is a suitable theoretical framework because it’s got three strengths regarding my research topic.
This first one is the principle symmetry what means that every actor has equal importance. ANT does
not focuses on roles or what/who you are but what you/it do/does and the relations between actors
(van der Duim, 2007). We are used to look at actors in a certain role what can steer us in a certain
direction. For my study this is relevant because we are dealing with a relatively new phenomena. We
do not know yet what everyone’s role is and how it works. Therefore it is important to only focus on
the actions and relations to prevent assumptions.
The second strength is the principle that everything can be an actor. Not only social entities have the
capacity to influence a situation. Also non-social entities have capacity to do this. Paragraph 2.2.2
will introduce this concept and the relevance to this research further.
The final strength of ANT is the focus on translation, one of the most endorsed features of ANT
(Arnaboldi et al., 2011). Translation is the process of the formation of a network where actors change
due to influences of other actors. For ANT, translation is understood as all the negotiations, intrigues,
calculations, acts of persuasion and violence through which an actor is changed. When actors have
not been translated (or translate themselves), they are not part of the actor-network (Dankert, 2011).
This relates very much to my topic of interest since I want to find out what the introduction of web
2.0 tools (a new actor) does with the key actors in a neighbourhood-planning project. In the following
paragraph I will discuss the key concepts of ANT. The process of translation is presented in the next
paragraph.

2.2.2 Key concepts

ANT is built up out of a few key concepts. In order to understand the theory I will address the most
important key concepts that are relevant for this research. In the previous paragraph some of these
concepts has been addressed briefly but need more explanation. ANT, as stated previously, is a
theory that provides a lens on ‘how to do things’. This is supported by the key concepts of ANT
which will be addressed in this paragraph. The interpretation of the concepts diﬀer form study to
study. In this paragraph I will address the literature on the concepts and the interpretations for this
study.
Actor
The first key concept is the concept of actors. The most minimal definition of an actor is the
following: ‘Actors are entities that do things’ (Latour, 1992, p. 241). This means that actors can be
social entities but also technical entities. Since actors also can be non-social entities the term Actant
instead of Actor is often being used. To make it less confusing I will stick to the term actor as well for
social as for non-social entities and I will not use the term Actant during my research. Important is
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the symmetrical treatment of human and non-human actors, and of social and technical elements.
ANT sees every actor as equal and does not focus on its role or shape but focuses on the actions of
actors. Every actor should be approached in the same way, according to the principle of symmetry
(van der Duim, 2007).
The entities often appear as a group (Dankert, 2011), for instance, the planning department of a
municipality, that can be seen as an actor itself. The department is then grouped-up in teams and the
teams exist out of individual professionals who also are all individual actors. Also a platform as
BUURbook can be seen as a group. BUURbook it self is a group, existing out of diﬀerent pages with
their own functions. Groups are not stable and can change over time (Dankert, 2011). It is important
to have in mind that something can look as one actor but consist of several actors (Stanforth, 2006).
In chapter four I will discuss the case study this chapter will give the first indications of which actors
involved are in the selected cases. More thorough research is needed to tell what actors are
involved.
Agency
The second concept is Agency. Actors have the capability to change their environment, this is called
agency. Because of agency actors can interact with each other (Dankert, 2011). Law (1992, p.380)
states that interaction is everything that exist. Without consistent interaction there is nothing. We
can’t develop plans, houses or knowledge without interaction. This whole system of interactions is
what is called a network.
Network
If I did not have my computer, books, a supervisor and phone I would not be able to do research and
then I would probably not be a master student. This example shows that the whole network of actors
interacting with each other makes me what I am and what I do (Law,1992).
The term network is defined as “a group of unspecified relationships among entities of which the
nature itself is undetermined" (Callon, 1993, p.263). Understanding relationships in ANT means
describing the way in which actors influence each other and their networks (Stanforth, 2007). A tool
to study the networks and agencies between the diﬀerent actors is storytelling (Stanforth, 2007). This
gives an in-depth view on the networks, which is needed to fully understand the situation. Analysing
the ‘Actor-Network’ within cases will show who or what is influencing each other in, for example my
case, the decision-making process of neighbourhood planning projects. Important to note is that
networks constantly change. If a new actor is being introduced or excluded, the network will change.
This study will therefore present a snapshot of the current network. As a researcher I also influence
the network and see it from my perspective. In chapter 5.1 I will discuss the role of the researcher
and the way I influence the network.
Translation
Actors, as previous described, can change because of interaction. This process is called translation.
Callon & Latour(1981, p.279) define translation as: 'all the negotiations, intrigues, calculations, acts of
persuasion and violence, thanks to which an actor or force takes, or causes to be conferred on itself,
authority to speak or act on behalf of another actor or force;’ This process leads to the displacement
of actors what makes them change, in order to become part of the actor network (Callon, 1986).
Latour developed in 2004 the ‘due process’ which is a normative approach for translation. Latour
(2004) describes four stages, based on the previous developed ‘moments of translation’ from Callon,
of how translation works or should work. The phases are described as followed:
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The first phase is Perplexity: In this phase the existing actors need to be open to the new actor. As
Latour (2004, p.109) states: “You shall not simplify the number of potential actant-networks to be
taken into account in the discussion”. This works in practice but also in research. For this study it is
important to not limit yourself in the beginning by excluding entrain actors.
The second phase is Consultation: The new actor will get the chance to introduce himself. Latour
(2004, p.109) formulates this general rule as follows, “You shall make clear that the number of voices
that participate in the articulation of potential actant-networks is not arbitrarily short-circuited.”
Actors can explain their diﬀerent viewpoints in this stage.
In the third stage, Hierarchy, the actors will have to find their new hierarchy. The introduction of a new
actor can change existing relations and order. Latour (2004 p.109) formulates this as, “You shall
discuss the compatibility of new potential actant-networks with the existing structures, in such a way
as to maintain them all in the same common world that will give them their legitimate place.” For the
formation of hierarchy the information gained in the phase of consultation will form the basis. In this
stage you will try to include as many actors as possible so you do not have to exclude any or as little
as possible.
Institution is the final phase. Here new regulations or protocols will be developed in case the new
actor has been accepted. “Once the actant-networks have been instituted, you shall no longer
question their legitimate presence at the heart of collective life.”(Latour, 2004, p.109) The implication
of this is that agreements that have been made during the phase of hierarchy have to be fulfilled.
(Dankert, 2009)
This process is a circular process and, when necessary, you might have to take steps back in the
process and when a new actor is introduced you start at the first phase again. Latour developed this
due process as a normative process. For the present research I will use the phases to analyse the
introduction of the 2.0 tool BUURbook. I will compare the network with the phases described by
Latour.
Blackbox
The final central concept of ANT is the concept of the “black box’. A black box is any setting that, no
matter how complex, is so stable and certain that it can be treated as a fact where only the input and
output counts (Stalder,1997). Shortly; a black box contains a sealed network of people and things
(Stalder,1997). Examples of black boxes are laws, theories, protocols and regulations. In the case of
the present research the participation procedures (inspraakprocedures) in spatial projects can be
seen as a black box. The ways and opportunities for citizens to participate are formally regulated and
cannot easily change.
The stability of a black box is influenced by the costs of reopening it. This can be costs in the sense
of money, resources, time or eﬀort. The blackbox of software programs, for example, can be opened
relatively easy since it does not cost a lot of money and time to design new software. The
development of new policies, on the other hand, is often engaged with large cost in money and time
which makes it more diﬃcult to open the blackbox. The introduction of new actors or a major impact
on the network can also contribute to opening the box (Dankert, 2016; Stalder, 1997). Blackboxes
are often taken for granted and accepted of being true or just the way they are (Comber et al., 2002).
ANT proposes that ideas, theories or processes compete with each other. For a new idea, theory or
process to be successful, it needs to gain allies and evidence of its own (Comber et al., 2002). If the
participation procedure of spatial planning projects will be changed the idea of a new process, lets
say web 2.0 participation, needs to have enough support to become a new blackbox. By analysing
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the actor-network and the translation within the case study I will understand if web 2.0 tools have the
capability to open the blackbox of participation processes

2.3 Limitations

One of the drawbacks of ANT is that it is a very time-consuming research process. Even for small
activities the possible number and dimension of all potential interactions (from strong to weak) of
actors (human and non-human) at any particular point in time (as networks evolve) is very large
(Comber et al., 2002). The study of Stanforth (2007) for example took place within a time period of 10
years. Since I am limited in time for my master thesis I can’t execute the study in an in depth and
wide way like some other ANT studies. Therefore I will limit myself to two case studies and an in
depth analysis of only the key actors. In the methods section I will discuss the selection of the actors
and choices made due to time limitations.
Another possible drawback of ANT is the vagueness of the theory. The literature on ANT contains
many concepts but their interpretation and application vary (Comber et al., 2002). ANT is not a
theory on content. It is a theory that leads you to a certain way of thinking. By studying the key
literature and studies which implemented ANT I’ve developed my own view on ANT as presented in
this chapter. How the theory is implemented in the study will be further addressed in chapter five.

2.3 Grounded theory
ANT is, as discussed previously, not a research method but a theory that provide a lens to look at a
situation. Even though ANT provides guidelines to look at your research topic it does not provide
methods for data collection and analyses. To collect and analyse the data the process of Grounded
Theory (GT) by Strauss and Corbin will be used. The implementation of GT for this study is
discussed in chapter 5.2. This paragraph will provide an introduction to Grounded Theory.
The Grounded Theory approach by Glaser and Strauss (1967) is one of the most frequently used
analytic approach which puts an emphasis on working ‘up from the data’ (Gibbs & Graham R., 2012).
The founders of Grounded theory, Glaser and Strauss, developed a qualitative research approach
where researchers should maintain an open mind in order to find new phenomena in their data. It is
an inductive approach where new theories are being discovered based on constructive analytic
codes and the formation of categories of the data (Gibbs & Graham R., 2012).
Trough time Glaser and Strauss developed diﬀerent perspectives on the coding procedures. Strauss
who continued his research with Corbin, describes three stages of coding. The first stage is open
coding, followed by axial coding and finally selective coding. Together with these stages of coding
they developed procedures in order to carry out the research (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). In the
methods section the procedures will be further discussed. Glaser criticised this procedural approach
because it is to much forced. Glasers approach, which has two stages of coding, is much more open
and puts more emphasis on the constant comparative method than on procedures (Gibbs & Graham
R., 2012).
For this thesis I’ve chosen to use the perspective of Strauss & Corbin on grounded theory because
of the procedural steps. The procedures, which are described in chapter 5.2, form a helpful guidance
to systematically collect and analyse the data. They provided as Strauss & Corbin (1990, p.14) say:
‘…a set of tools that enable researchers to approach analysis with confidence…’. As a relatively
inexperienced this forms a great benefit because it helps me to conduct my research in a constrictive
way.
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The second reason why I chose the perspective of Strauss & Corbin is because of their view on
using theory. When it comes to GT it is often thought that pre-existing theories cannot be included in
the research. In contradiction to Glaser, Strauss & Corbin do not oppose using pre-existing theory in
to your research. Strauss & Corbin accept that there are diﬀerent interpretations on the data due to
the researchers perspective on it. This perspective can be influenced by existing theories (Gibbs &
Graham R., 2012). For this study I’m influenced by the perspectives of ANT. ANT will provide a lens
to look at the data. ANT suits the principles of Grounded Theory since it is a theory that enhanced an
open attitude to the data and does not provide content related theory but theory on the perception of
the data.The second argument to include theory when using GT is presented by Wagenaar (2011).
Wagenaar (2011) explains that you always need some initial ideas on your research topic to start
with. To be able to judge what materials are relevant and to recognise materials to contribute to an
argument or weaken it, preconceived knowledge is necessary. In this case paragraph 2.1 provided
this knowledge. This prepares me to judge the materials on the topic of e-participation. Overall,
Grounded Theory will form a helpful method to collect and analyse the data within the framework of
Actor Network Theory.
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2.4 Definitions
The following table shows an overview of the concepts and definitions which are relevant for the
present study. Diﬀerent authors are using diﬀerent definitions for the same concept or term. I’ve
selected the definitions that gave the best or most frequent used explanation of the concept,
therefore I used multiple sources. Besides the definitions concerning ANT the table also shows some
relevant definitions for the present study.
Concept

Definition

Actor

Actors are entities that do things (Latour, 1992, p.
241)

Actor-Network

Group of unspecified relationships among entities
of which the nature itself is undetermined (Callon,
1993, p.263)

Agency/ Influence

The ability of an actor to change or influence other
actors or the environment (Dankert, 2011)

Black box

A black box contains a sealed network of people
and things (Stalder, 1997)

Decision-making process

The thought process of selecting a logical choice
from the available options (Business dictionary,
2016)

E-democracy

the use of information and communications
technology to connect decision-makers and
citizens by the means of information, voting,
polling or discussion (Nuojua 2010, p4)

E-participation

The participation of stakeholders in decisionmaking through ICTs (Paskaleva-Shapira et al.,
2008, p. 390)

Interaction

Interaction is all that there is. During interactions
we change other actors (Law, 1992, p. 380)

Neigbourhood planning projects

Spatial planning projects that take place on a
neighbourhood scale or have impact on a
neighbourhood. A neighbourhood is an area of a
town that surrounds someone's home, or the
people who live in this area (Cambridge dictionary,
2016)

Translation

The displacement of actors what makes them
change, in order to become part of the actor
network (Callon, 1986).

Web 2.0 tools

A loose collection of ‘second-generation’ webbased technologies and services designed to
facilitate collaboration and sharing between users
(Ward, 2011, p. 922)

Table 1: Definitions
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3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
3.1 Research focus
The purpose of this research is to explore how web 2.0 tools enhance or reduce the influence of key
actors on decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects. One of the drawbacks of
ANT is, as discussed in the previous chapter, that it can be a very time consuming research
approach due to the fact that a network can be studied endlessly. Since this study is limited by time
and resources it is important to narrow the focus down to a realistic scope.
The research has gained its focus because of three major influences. The first one is the problem
statement and research objective. The problem statement as presented in the introduction gives the
research its main focus. It gives the research its topic namely how web 2.0 tools change
participatory planning processes.
The theory, the second element, provides a lens that forms for a great deal the focus of the research
and the questions asked (Creswell, 2014). ANT is an approach that forms a lens for the researcher to
look at the world. It is not a theory that explains how phenomena works but it is a theory that helps
to understand a phenomena. Theory on collaborative planning, for example, tells how a certain
planning process should look like. ANT on the other hand will not provide content related knowledge
but will help you to understand it. ANT guides you to keep an open mind when doing research. The
influence of the theory (ANT) can be seen in the research questions. There is a strong focus on the
identification of the key actors and the way they interact with each other. By knowing who the actors
are and how they interact with each other it is possible to see how they influence each other and
thereby the decision making process. Besides that there are sub-questions which focus specifically
on concepts of ANT such as Translation and the Blackbox. To narrow the focus down I will only
focus on the “key” actors in the case study. This is contradicting with the principles of ANT, since
they say that you should never exclude actors. But because I’m limited in time and resources I can’t
study all the actors involved. In the methods chapter I will discuss how I determine who the key
actors are.
The final element that provides focus for the research is the case study. The research questions will
be projected on a case study and the results will be reflected on the existing theory and the problem
statement. The case study, the tool BUURbook and the chosen neighbourhoods were it is used, will
be discussed in the following chapter.
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3.2 Research questions
The elements as discussed in the previous paragraph has narrowed the research focus down which
led to the following research question:
How does the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects?
This question will be answered with the help of the following sub-questions:
1.

Who and what are the key actors within the selected BUURbook neighbourhoods?

2.

How and why do the key actors interact with BUURbook within the selected
BUURbook neighbourhoods?

3.

What is the agency of the key actors in the decision-making process since the introduction
of BUURbook in neighbourhood planning projects?

4.

What phase of translation can be determined regarding the introduction of BUURbook in the
selected BUURbook neighbourhoods?

5.

How does the introduction of BUURbook contribute to the opening of the “black
box” of decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects?

The research questions focus on the case BUURbook. In the following chapter the tool and the
chosen neighbourhoods will be introduced and discussed why these are chosen.
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4. CASE ORIENTATION
4.1 Case study selection
4.1.1 Case study and ANT
ANT is characterised by its emphasis on case studies and the development of arguments in an
empirical context. Researchers can do this by telling the stories of the participants and tracing
histories rather than taking snapshots and turning that in to theory (Stanforth, 2007). The type of
case studies used in ANT are often exemplary case studies with a lot of attention for the phenomena
and the context (Law, 2007). An exemplary case study exist out of the following five characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The case study must be significant;
The case study must be complete;
The case study must consider diﬀerent perspectives;
The case study must display suﬃcient information;
The case study must be composed in an engaging manner (Yin, 2009).

These characteristics are relevant for the selection of the case study. In the following paragraph I will
describe the case and how it meets the criteria. It is important to consider that by doing a case
study, one studies a certain real-life situation, in this case an ‘actor-network’. But networks are not
stable and change constantly by the influence of actors. By conducting the research you also might
influence the network itself (Noorderlicht, 2008). It must be taken in account that the results are not
directly applicable to other cases since it shows a certain situation in a certain time. The results of
the case study are not directly applicable to other cases but they can be generalised. The process of
Grounded Theory will help transform the data to generalisable results. But to be able to generalise
results you have to start with selecting a suitable case. If a case can be generalised depends on the
case and how it is chosen (Flyvbjerg, 2006). The above mentioned characteristics form the criteria
which the case should meet. If the criteria are not met this will reduce the generalisability of the case
because it, for example, only shows one perspective and not the entire story. The next paragraph
discusses the selection criteria and process for the case study.
The case will be generalised as far as possible in the conclusion in the final chapter. But the specific
characteristics of this case will not be ignored since they could be interesting for other cases. Case
studies have a strong exemplary character which is often being underestimated in science. As
Flyvbjerg (2006) states in his article Five misunderstandings about Case-study research: ‘One can
often generalise on the basis of a single case, and the case study may be central to scientific
development via generalisation as supplement or alternative to other methods. But formal
generalisation is overvalued as a source of scientific development, whereas “the force of example” is
underestimated. p.228’. The discussion will include a reflection on the case which will provide
recommendations for other cases.

4.1.2 Selection criteria and process
For the present research the web 2.0 tool to be studied is BUURbook. This decision was made on
the basis of an inventory on e-tools related to the planning profession. Twelve diﬀerent e-tools
related to the planning profession where briefly analysed. These tools where varying from platforms
developed by the government (for example www.jijmaaktutrecht.nl) to public initiatives (for example
www.verbeterdebuurt.nl). Based on the characteristics of an exemplary case study I’ve checked if
BUURbook was a suitable case.
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1. Significancy;
A case is significant when there is a scientific and social relevance. The significancy of the case
study is based on the problem description where the scientific and social objectives are discussed.
For the present study I wanted to select an e-tool that matched the objectives stated in the
introduction. Therefore, I’ve translated the social en scientific objectives to the following criteria to
select a significant e-tool to study as a case. The case study is significant when it;
A. is current and actively used;
B. falls in the category Web 2.0 tool, which are web-based technologies and services designed to
facilitate collaboration and sharing between users (Ward, 2011, p. 922);
C. is a bottom-up tool or when it can be independently used;
D. is planning related.
To select an e-tool several tools where inventoried and tested to the criteria. Appendix A shows a
table of the comparison of the diﬀerent e-tools. The inventoried e-tools where tested to criteria what
led to the choice for BUURbook. BUURbook was unique compared to the other e-tools since it
matched all of the criteria.
2. Completeness
The case must give insights in the main phenomena as well as in to the context of the phenomena. I
can openly access the online discussions on BUURbook. This gives me a lot of information on the
users and the content of the discussions. The founder of the tool can provide extra information on
the use of the tool. This can, for example, concern information on the number of users or
background information about the development of BUURbook. This provides information on the
phenomena as well as information on the context.
3. Diﬀerent perspectives
In an ANT study it is important to collect the diﬀerent perspectives on a case in order to understand
the complete actor-network. For this study I was able to interview the key actors, or representatives
of key actors, within the actor-network of BUURbook. The availability of diﬀerent key actors to
interview made it possible to view the case from diﬀerent perspectives.
4. Suﬃcient information
Due to the open accessible online discussions there is a lot of data to analyse. Besides that a
satisfactory amount of the involved actors where willing to cooperate with the research which
provided a suﬃcient amount of data to understand the situation.
5. Engaging
To write an engaging report it is important to personally have interest in to the topic but there has
also be a relevance for the reader to read it. The use of web 2.0 tools in spatial planning is a very
relevant and hot topic at the moment as discussed in the introduction. As a young researcher I’ve
grown up in a time where the first computers got introduced in to the households. I’ve seen the
importance of the computer and internet grow over the years. This made me interested in the impact
on the planning profession. The first point, significance, also showed that the tool itself has an
acceptable level of significancy what makes it relevant and engaging for the profession. This makes
the study on the case BUURbook an engaging topic for me as a researcher as well as for the reader.
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4.2 Case description
The following paragraph will introduce the case BUURbook. The background and the use of the tool
will be explained. After that there will be zoomed in to two neighbourhoods which make use of
BUURbook. These paragraphs will provide some background information on the neighbourhood,
such as, demographics, the institutional framework and how they engage when it comes to eparticipation.

4.2.1 BUURbook

BUURbook, a combination of ‘buur’ (neighbour) and (Face)book, presents itself as an independent
social platform for your neighbourhood. Neighbours, professionals and/or government oﬃcials can
inform each other on activities in their neighbourhood regarding social, spatial an economical issues.
As a neighbourhood one can start its own platform, bounded by the geographic boundaries of the
area.
BUURbook functions as a kind of online town square. An example of a neighbourhood-homepage is
shown in figure 3. People can post idea’s, questions, start neighbourhood initiatives etcetera.
Distinctive from other social platforms is that the platform is open accessible for every one, so you
do not have to be a member to read the discussions. You only have to be a member if you want to
respond or post an item. Another diﬀerence with other platforms is that BUURbook has a strong
focus on the neighbourhood. The goal of BUURbook is to bring citizens, professionals and the
government together to strength each other and to give citizens more influence on their own
neighbourhood.

Figure 3: Homepage BUURbook - Schiebroek (https://schiebroek.buurbook.nl/)

BUURbook has founded in 2013 by urban designer Maarten van der Velde. He experienced a
professional need as an urban designer but also a social need as a citizen for an open platform to
connect citizens, professionals and the government. Mr. van der Velde illustrated this need by giving
the following example. In his neighbourhood the municipality wanted to create a skate park. The
designs of the park weren't very inspiring which activated him to come up with a new plan together
with other neighbours. He was looking for an online platform to engage with his neighbours and
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other involved parties. Also working as an urban designer at a municipality he was searching for an
platform to engage with citizens about their neighbourhood.
In this search he experienced that existing platforms had some shortcomings. The platforms, like
Facebook for example, are often closed, so when you're not a member you cannot follow the
discussion. Besides that many platforms are run by one central actor, professionals or the
government, what makes it less independent. This led to the development of BUURbook.
BUURbook aims to be an open and independent platform. There is no moderator who checks or
controls the comments. In stead of a moderator there are one or more community builders (figure
4.5). The community builders are responsible for the promotion of the platform but they can also
mediate if a discussion isn't going well. The performance of the role can diﬀer in every situation, but
it has to be someone form the neighbourhood.
BUURbook has a couple of features which you can access when you are registered to the platform.
Based on your zip-code you are connected to your neighbourhood and you will receive updates on
plans and discussion posted by other members (figure 4.1). This feature, the plans and discussions,
is the most important feature of the platform. The discussions and plans can be linked to the agenda
(figure 4.2) and you can follow plans that you are interested in (figure 4.3). Another feature is that you
can rank your neighbourhood on several environmental aspects such as parking, noise and safety
(figure 4.4). Besides the open communication within the discussions you can also send personal
messages to other members. In each neighbourhood there are networkers, so called community
builders (4.5). The community builders are people who are living in the neighbourhood or
professionals connected to the neighbourhood which promote BUURbook and occasionally mediate
in discussions when needed. They form the connection between diﬀerent stakeholders in the
neighbourhood.
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Figure 4: Member page BUURbook (https://buurbook.nl/mijn-buurbook)
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According to the founder M. van der Velde BUURbook has about 25 neighbourhoods in the
Netherlands signed up and there are more than 250 neighbourhoods that are interested in the tool. It
is a well used but still growing platform. An online neighbourhood can be started by citizens,
professionals or by the government (often municipalities).
For this study two neighbourhoods will be analysed. Web 2.0 tools can be used in diﬀerent ways and
will have diﬀerent eﬀects in multiple situations because every Web 2.0 tool has its own features. The
use of BUURbook is diﬀerent in each neighbourhood also because BUURbook can be initiated by
citizens but also by government oﬃcials. I’ve selected two cases which show these perspectives.
The first one is Schiebroek in Rotterdam. The residents took the initiative to start a BUURbook page
in this neighbourhood. The second neighbourhood is Sterrenburg in Dordrecht. In Dordrecht the
municipality took the initiative to start a BUURbook page. I’ve chose the study two neighbourhood to
be able to analyse them in dept. Due to limitations on time and resources I was not able to analyse
more neighbourhoods. The characteristics and the choice for these two neighbourhoods will be
further discussed in the following paragraph.

4.2.2 Neighbourhood Schiebroek

Schiebroek is a residential area in the municipality of Rotterdam. The neighbourhood is developed
between 1920 and 1960 and has a green and spacious character. Most of the northern part of
Schiebroek is developed in 1920. The area has many single family houses which are private owned.
The southern part of Schiebroek has been developed after the second world war. The flat buildings
are visually dominant for this area. Most of the houses are social housing. Schiebroek is embedded
between the nature area Bergse Plassen and other green recreation areas. Due to the green and
spacious character of the neighbourhood it can be characterised as a garden city. Schiebroek is
know for its good living qualities, the green environment but it also has a grey and dull image (Area
Committee HIS, 2014).
Demographics
The demographics of Schiebroek are slightly above the average compared to the whole municipality
of Rotterdam, as presented in table 2. Schiebroek can be described as an average neighbourhood.
However, there are major diﬀerences within the neighbourhood and with the adjacent neighbourhood
Hilligersberg. There are high income diﬀerences between Schiebroek North and South (Area
committee HIS, 2014). This divide is also visible in the spatial structure in the neighbourhood, with
single family houses in the North and the high rise buildings in the South. Secondly there is a
discrepancy between Schiebroek and the adjacent neighbourhood Hilligersberg. Hilligersberg is one
of the wealthiest neighbourhoods of Rotterdam, where Schiebroek is a more average
neighbourhood. These two areas are often named into one sentence since they belong to the same
area committee, but are very diﬀerent. In this study the focus will be on the neighbourhood
Schiebroek since it is more of an average representation of the inhabitants of Rotterdam than
Hilligersberg.
Area

Number of
residents

Residents 65+ %

Immigrants %

unemployment
allowance%

Housing value x €
1000

Rotterdam

623.652

15%

37%

2,8%

146

Schiebroek

16.265

18%

27%

2,3%

161

Table 2: Demographics Schiebroek Rotterdam (CBS Statline, 2015)
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Institutional framework
Schiebroek is a neighbourhood within the municipality of Rotterdam. The neighbourhood is part of
the area committee Hillegersberg-Schiebroek (HIS). Rotterdam has a quiet unique institutional
organisation as the chart in figure 5 shows. Rotterdam is since 2014 divided in to fourteen areas
what used to be the district municipalities. Before the reorganisation the district municipalities had
an elected board with administrative power. Due to new national regulations they had to give up their
administrative power what led to this new institutional framework. The area committees exist out of
an elected board of nine too fifteen members who do not have to be a member of a political party.
The area committees do not have any administrative power, in contrast to the previous district
municipalities. The area committees represent the residents of the areas and their main task is to
facilitate participation. This makes it a relatively unique organisation compared to other big cities in
the Netherlands like Amsterdam since there is one layer in the organisation which focus on the
connection between the government and the public.
Every year the committees present an area plan. This plan is a collection of ideas to improve the
area, developed by the committee together with residents, entrepreneurs and other partners in the
area. The plan concerns specific topics, which are not yet included in the citywide implementation
programs. The topic focus in particular on safety, outdoor space and facilities in the area.
The overall most important task of the area committees is to involve citizens and professionals in the
development of plans for the area. They organise and facilitate public participation and encouraging
initiatives by local residents through a variety ways, such as meetings, one on one discussions but
also crowdsourcing, digital consultations and district referendums. The central city council provides
a list with topics the area committees advises on, based on the input of the citizens and
professionals from the area. Examples of topics which the area committee has to advice on in
Hillegersberg-Schiebroek are the development of a new highway route between the A16 and A13
and the expansion of Rotterdam The Hague Airport. These developments will have a high impact on
the neighbourhood which makes it the task of the area committee to represent their point of view.
Besides the list presented by the central municipality, the committees can also provide unsolicited
advice on topics that are vivid in the area. The area committee also needs to facilitate social
initiatives and signal societal bottlenecks or wishes regarding the municipal performance in the
specific areas (Municipality Rotterdam, 2014).

adviserende clusters
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Figure 5: Organisation chart municipality Rotterdam (Dutch)

E-participation
The municipality of Rotterdam has a social media vision that presents the strategy “Clear Rotterdam“
(Duidelijk Rotterdams). With this vision the municipality shows how social media can be used for the
following topics: listen, conversations, informing, connecting, play and inspire. The vision presents a
positive and open attitude towards the use of social media (Municipality Rotterdam, 2016). Besides
the vision the municipality has a guide for public participation and the use of ICT. The guide shows a
menu of diﬀerent e-tools and how the municipality might use the tools (Municipality Rotterdam,
2013). The guide is developed in 2013, the tools presented are notas relevant today as they were
three years ago. A more recent document is not available.
The area committee is using mainly, according to H. Kamps, chairman of the area committee
Hillegersberg-Schiebroek, the following e-tools for public participation:
• Governmental website
• Faceook
• Citizen panel
• BUURbook
The website and Facebook-page are used to inform citizens, where BUURbook and the citizen panel
have a more interactive character.
The BUURbook page of Schiebroek is active since February 2015. The page is launched on initiative
of citizen of Schiebroek and founder of the tool, M. van der Velde. The tool is launched in
cooperation with the municipality of Rotterdam. The municipality finance the BUURbook
neighbourhood page and the area committee is involved in the use of the tool. Since the introduction
of the tool in Schiebroek the page has 3.962 unique visitors upon 7.770 households. The page has
675 accounts, that is 8,5% of the households in Schiebroek.

4.2.3 Neighbourhood Sterrenburg

Sterrenburg is the biggest neighbourhood in the municipality of Dordrecht. The neighbourhood is
constructed in the 60ties and 70ties. Sterrenburg exists out of three parts. Sterrenburg I and II have
characteristics which are similar to other post war neighbourhoods in the Netherlands, such as
monotone stamp parcelling. Sterrenburg III is developed in the 70ties. The so called acreage
parcelling (woonerven) are characteristic for the neighbourhood. Because of the conservation and
reconstruction of the original green and blue structure during the development of the neighbourhood,
Sterrenburg is surrounded by a relatively green environment.
Sterrenburg I and II contain relatively many social housing where Sterrenburg III exist mostly out of
privately owned houses. The centre of Sterrenburg has most of the facilities. Outside the centre there
are almost no facilities created (Municipality Dordrecht, 2009). The neighbourhood is now almost 50
years old and this year the revitalisation project of the neighbourhood will start.
Demographics
Table 3 shows that the number of elderly in Sterrenburg is relatively higher than in the rest of
Dordrecht. This is mostly due to the fact that many inhabitants of Sterrenburg aged together with the
neighbourhood. An ageing population is a common phenomena in neighbourhoods developed in the
70ties in the Netherlands. The neighbourhoods originally housed mainly young families. Over the
years youngsters moved out of the neighbourhood what created a majority of older residents. The
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coming year many of these neighbourhoods will be renovated to maintain the quality and the
attractiveness for the coming generations. Sterrenburg will also be renovated the coming period.
Neighbourhood

Dordrecht
Sterrenburg

Number of
residents

Residents 65+ %

Immigrants %

Unemployment
allowanc%

Housing value x
€ 1000

118.899

17%

18%

2,5%

153

16.265

23%

12%

2,4%

147

Table 3: Demographics Sterrenburg Dordrecht (CBS Statline, 2015)

Institutional framework
The municipality of Dordrecht has a traditional municipal organisation model where there are several
services who advise the board. Diﬀerent from Rotterdam, Dordrecht does not have special sub
divisions for their neighbourhoods as shown in figure 6. City planning is managed by the sub
divisions city management and city development. The communication advisors and neighbourhood
manager form the connection with the neighbourhoods and the governmental services like city
management and control (Municipality Dordrecht, 2016).

Figure 6: Organisation chart municipality Dordrecht
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E-participation
Public participation has a high priority in the policies of the municipality of Dordrecht. Over the years
the municipality experimented with a diﬀerent range of participation tools. Citizens composed in
2009 in their neighbourhood the municipal budget for example. The starting point for the municipal
participation policy is to give residents more responsibilities when it comes to their own living
environment and to rely on their own knowledge and expertise. Dordrecht lets their citizens
participate relatively frequent compared to other municipalities according to the participation
benchmark. The municipality aims to have a more facilitating and supporting role and sets the
boundaries by developments in the form of budgets and plans (Municipality Dordrecht, 2013).
On the website Dordt aan Zet (Dort in action), the municipality promotes public participation, often
with the help of e-tools. The website presents diﬀerent projects, ways to participate, and their
participation policy. On the website Dordrecht presents the most frequently used e-tools for public
participation besides the municipal- and neighbourhood websites or social media. These tools are:
• Stemmen via het web (online voting)
• ARGU
• Citizen panel
• Neighbourhood websites
• Social media
• BUURbook
The municipality of Dordrecht uses the tool Online voting (Stemmen via het web) since 2009
frequently to gain feedback on plans or to make decisions based on the votes of citizens. The
second tool is the online discussion platform ARGU. The municipality post propositions on the
platform and citizens can respond to it. The municipality started recently (July 2016) with the
platform. The third tool is the citizen panel. Citizens of Dordrecht can sign up for the panel and
receive questionnaires on city related topics. The panel is active since 2011. The municipality uses
the neighbourhood websites and social media channels as Facebook and Twitter to inform citizens
about their neighbourhood.
BUURbook is launched in 2015 at first in the neighbourhood Sterrenburg. In contradiction to
Rotterdam Schiebroek is BUURbook in Dordrecht initiated by the municipality. The tool is promoted
by participation meetings and citizens could follow workshops on the use of BUURbook. Since the
launch in October 2015 the page of Sterrenburg gain 1.956 unique visitors. This led to 151 accounts,
1,5% of the households in Sterrenburg. These are a lot less visitors and users compared to
Schiebroek in Rotterdam. The website statistics do show that 59% of the visitors are returning
visitors, but are not activated to make an account. The municipality also intends to start BUURbook
neighbourhood pages in other neighbourhoods in Dordrecht. The idea behind the use of BUURbook
is to have an interactive neighbourhood page which can replace the neighbourhood websites since
they are lacking possibilities to interact.

4.2.4 In summary

The diﬀerences between Sterrenburg and Schiebroek are not substantial at first sight. Both
neighbourhoods are mainly developed in the post war period and also the demographics show
similarities. But there are diﬀerences. Schiebroek is a neighbourhood which is dealing with many big
spatial and social developments the coming years. Besides that there are many income diﬀerences
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in the neighbourhood. Sterrenburg, on the other hand, is a much more calm and stable
neighbourhood. Besides the upcoming renovation, there are no structural developments or social
issues. Also the social diversity is less than in Schiebroek.
The biggest diﬀerence regarding this research topic is the introduction of the tool BUURbook in
Schiebroek by the citizens, supported by the area committee, and in Sterrenburg introduced by the
municipality. Comparing the similarities and diﬀerences, while taking the context of the
neighbourhoods in account, will provide opportunities to gain generalised outcomes.
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5. METHODS
This research has a qualitative research design where, with the help of an exemplary case, web 2.0
participation will be analysed in its context. This will provide in depth information on the contribution
of web 2.0 tools to collaborative planning processes which will provide knowledge of the planning
practice and academics as the purpose statement described. In this chapter the following elements
of the research method will be discussed; the role of the researcher, the data collection and analysis
methods and the validity strategies.

5.1 Role of the researcher
Researchers are always influenced by diﬀerent world views. As an inexperienced researcher it is
diﬃcult to place myself within a world view, since I’m developing my view on science and the world.
But since I’m always interested in understanding real live cases and the application of science in
practice I’m leaning towards being a Social Constructivist. Social constructivists seek understanding
of the world in which they live and work. Social constructivists accept the complexity of real world
problems. Therefore they study the participants view on situations, as much as possible. Their
studies are very context dependent, have a strong qualitative approach and intend to make sense of
the world or a situation (Creswell, 2014). From a constructivist point of view, people actively
construct new knowledge as they interact with their environments. Constructivists think that
knowledge can’t be transmitted just by reading something or listening to someone. This doesn't
mean that you can’t learn anything from reading a book, but it points out that to develop knowledge
or transfer it more is needed than transferring information form one brain to another.
My interest in the social constructivist view is supported by my practical study background and the
characteristics of the planning profession. I’ve gained my bachelor on the university of applied
science, which had a lot of focus on practical knowledge to become a planner. This background
combined with my academic master stimulated my interest to search for the academic and practical
purposes of research. The most interesting part in research for me is the part where those two
worlds meet. This vision is also very applicable for the planning profession. As a planner I value
qualitative studies very much, since the research topics are always very context dependant. Planning
is a field that is always balancing between the academic- and the practical world. That is why I
emphasise practical, real life cases. This type of research provides in depth information what helps
us understand certain situations or phenomena. This is of value to both the planning practice and the
academic world.
For this research I will use the ANT as a theoretical framework. Latour, one of the founders of ANT
thinks of himself as a Relativist (2004). The definition of relativism is: ‘The doctrine that knowledge,
truth, and morality exist in relation to culture, society, or historical context, and are not
absolute’ (Oxford dictionary, 2016). The most important element of science for Latour (2004) is
objectivity. According to Latour (2004) we cannot say something is true or false but we can reach of
objectivity and to be able to do this you have to be a relativist. Latour (2004) says in a discussion
with a student that you can’t be limited by one frame or perspective to gain objectivity, in this
discussion he states: ‘If I want to be a scientist and reach objectivity, I have to be able to travel from
one frame to the next, from one standpoint to the next’. Being able to view situations from diﬀerent
views and not focussing on absolute truth but on objectivism is what makes Latour a relativist and
this is also characteristic for the perspective of ANT.
The relativistic focus of ANT on research puts a lot of emphasis on the influence of diﬀerent actors
on a situation. Latour explains in the documentary Noorderlicht (2008) that scientists often place
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reality in a lab to gain knowledge. But also by doing this they influence the actor network. As a
researcher you are also an actor, which is why you have to be very aware about your influence on the
network. By studying a real-live case, i’m influencing the network what makes me an actor as well.
Therefore I will explain my influence on the actor network in the cases and my influence on the
outcomes in the discussion.

5.2 Data collection & analysis
ANT is a theory about how to study things, or rather how not to study them in order to give actors
room to express them self (Latour, 2004). ANT often gets confused with being a research method, as
discussed in chapter 2.2. The theory provides guides how to perform your research and it is doing
this by forming a lens to look at situations. It isn't a research method since it doesn't provide any
data collection or analysis methods. To collect and analyse the data in a constructive way I will use
the process of Grounded Theory (GT) by Corbin & Strauss will be used to collect and analyse the
data. The following paragraphs will explain how the process of grounded theory will be combined
with the principles of ANT.

5.2.1 Grounded Theory

Grounded Theory aims to develop theories that help discover or understand social patterns (Wagner
et al., 2009). A grounded theory explains as well as describes a social phenomenon. The procedures
of GT are designed to develop a set of concepts that provides a theoretical explanation of a case
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). GT does not only strives to understand certain conditions but also
determines how the actors respond to changing conditions and the consequences of their action
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990). This relates very much to the theoretical framework of ANT where the
interaction between actors is central together with the principle that every situation is diﬀerent due to
the constant changing interaction between actors.
The movement of grounded theorist Glaser, as discussed in chapter 2.3, consider it the researcher’s
responsibility to catch this interplay between actors within your research. This asks for sensibility,
creativity and experience to understanding the data. As an inexperienced researcher, this forms an
obstacle since I cannot depend on my experience while interpreting the data. Therefore I will not use
the grounded theory perspective of Glaser but the movement of Corbin & Strauss. Corbin & Strauss
(1990) developed procedures and canons to carry out a grounded theory study systematically. By
following the procedures the researcher is less dependant on its own experiences and sensibility,
which counters the obstacles of the GT perspective of Glaser. In the following paragraphs the
implementation of the canons and procedures in the present study will be addressed.
Figure 7 shows the basic process of the Grounded Theory approach. The figure shows the
interrelated process of data collection and analysis. The scheme is based on the three step coding
process, open coding, axial coding and selective coding, from Corbin & Strauss (1990). The data will
be open coded what leads to the formation of categories. The second step is axial coding where by
relating, comparing and analysing the number of categories will be narrowed down. Final step is the
formation of a complete story, which lead to the formation of grounded theory (Gibbs & Graham R.,
2012).
For the present study I translated the scheme as illustrated in figure 7 from Wagner (2009), combined
with the procedures form Strauss & Corbin (1990) to a three staged method. The system of coding
and the procedures of Strauss and Corbin (1990) are included in the method, but I’ve made an
adjustment to meet the principles of ANT. The biggest diﬀerence is that my end result will not be
grounded theory but a grounded narrative. A general accepted theory can be, in ANT therms,
described as a ‘Blackbox’ (see chapter 2.2.1). According to Latour (1998), a black box is created
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through acts of translation. The development of theory is an interactive and complex process. With
this research I make a contribution to the development of theory on e-participation. The conclusion
of this thesis will not be a ‘Blackbox’ which explains e-participation but will be a grounded narrative
on e-participation. To become theory more steps of the process of translation need to be gone
through. For that reason the scheme in figure 8 does not present three phases to develop grounded
theory but three phases to develop a grounded narrative.

Figure 7: Basic process of the Grounded Theory approach. (Wagner et al., 2009)

The first phase is the data collection and labelling of the data, where open coding will take place. In
the second phase the developed categories will be related to each other via axial coding. In the final
phase the grounded narrative will be developed via selective coding. The following paragraphs will
explain how the three phases with the help of the procedures, recognisable by the italic font, are
implemented in this research.

Figure 8: the development of a grounded narrative
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5.2.2 Phase 1: Data collection & analysis
The first phase of the development of a grounded narrative is the collection and analyses of the data.
Corbin & Stauss (p.6, 1990) state that; ‘data collection and analysis are interrelated processes’. In GT
the data analysis starts as soon as the first bit of data is collected. The data will be analysed in this
stage via the process of open coding. The researcher has an open mind in this stage towards the
data. When data is collected concepts will be coded which will form categories, this process repeats
when new data is collected (Gibbs & Graham R., 2012). Figure 9 shows the repeating process of
collecting the data and analysing the data.

Figure 9: First phase of developing a grounded narrative

The procedure explains about the data selection that: ‘Sampling in GT proceeds on theoretical
grounds’ (Corbin & Strauss, p.7, 1990). Sampling in GT is not based on specific characteristics like
age or time but in therms of concepts, their properties, dimensions and variation. It all starts with the
phenomena the researcher wants to study. The representatives of the phenomena which will be
studied can be individuals, groups, organisations and in this case, based on the principles of ANT,
also things. The central phenomena will form the starting point of the data sampling. For the present
study the tool BUURbook forms the starting point.
For the present study the following data sources are used:
•

Interviews

•

Online discussions

•

Reports & policy documents

For the analysis of the data Corbin & Strauss (p.9, 1990) state that: ‘Broader structural conditions
must be analysed’. The analysis of a setting must therefore not be restricted to the conditions that
focus immediately on the phenomenon of central interest. The researcher has to be open minded to
broader conditions since this can provide new insights. This will help to be more unprejudiced. For
the collection of the data I used a snowballing technique where I asked participants who I’ve needed
to interview. The focus is also wide due to the diﬀerent data sources. Each source shows the
phenomena from a diﬀerent perspective. This method prevented me form narrowing my view and
mis-focussing on certain elements.
The collected data will be analysed and categorised. Each interview is transcribed and analysed by
labelling concepts to categories which are related to the diﬀerent actors and how they interact. In an
early stage of the analysis this is done by open coding. In open coding, events/actions/interactions
are compared with others for similarities and diﬀerences (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). As the procedure
describes: ‘Concepts are the basic units of analysis’ (Corbin & Strauss, p.7, 1990). Incidents, events
or happenings founded in the observation of the tool, interviews, discussions or document analysis
will be labelled as a category. These categories will form the concepts which will be the foundation of
the narrative. In the starting process of GT there will be many diﬀerent categories. After each step of
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data collection the concepts were reevaluated and (re)grouped to make them more abstract and to
narrow the number of categories down. The data collection continues until a level of saturation has
been reached which can be indicated when new data does not lead to new labels or categories
(Corbin & Strauss, 1990).
Interviews
The interviews formed one of the most important data sources because they provided in-dept
information, from diﬀerent perspectives from diﬀerent actors. The other data sources where used to
complete the narratives of the participants. To select the interviewees I used a snowballing method
where the tool BUURbook formed the starting point of the collection as presented in figure 10. In
total there were nine semi structured interviews conducted with diﬀerent actors which all had in
common that they are interacting with BUURbook. After each interview the interview protocol was
being evaluated and adjusted to improve the questions and to make it best suitable to the
interviewee. The interview protocols are listed in annex II.
I’ve selected the interviewees on the following two principles: The first point was that the
interviewees needed to interact with BUURbook, in the present or in the past. The second point was
that each group of key actors involved with BUURbook should be represented by at least one
interviewee. The identification of the key actors involved with BUURbook was based in the interviews
and the observation of the online BUURbook discussions. When key actors weren't available to
participate I had to gain the data out of observations from BUURbook and the analysis of the online
discussions. I did not make a selection based in age, gender or background but on the way they
interacted with the tool.
The fist step I took to collect the data was interviewing the founder of BUURbook and observing the
tool. I’ve observed the tool by signing up at the platform. I’ve observed the platform as a user.
Actions I’ve taken were reading the discussions, signing up for mailing lists and filling in a
neighbourhood questionnaire. This showed me how the tool worked and told me something about
the background of the tool and introduced me to the users of the tool. This provided insights on the
background of the tool and its diﬀerent users. This interview led to a second interview with a
member of a neighbourhood committee from Schiebroek who is protesting against the development
of parking lots in a park.
I’ve also used the tool BUURbook to find participants who wanted to be interviewed. I placed an
announcement on the neighbourhood page of Schiebroek and on the page of Sterrenburg. The
announcement on the page of Schiebroek led to two interviews but the announcement on the page
of Sterrenburg did not get any response.
Finally, I’ve observed the two BUURbook neighbourhood pages to see who the users are and what
they are talking about. I’ve reached out to several diﬀerent users which led to four interviews with
professionals form the municipalities Rotterdam and Dordrecht. The interview with the
neighbourhood manager for Sterrenburg led to a second interview with a citizen who is very active
on BUURbook. In total I have conducted more interviews in Schiebroek (five) than in Sterrenburg
(three). This is mainly due to the fact that the Schiebroek page is more actively used than in
Sterrenburg. The page in Sterrenburg is mostly used by professionals and governmental actors and
only a few citizens. In Schiebroek the variety of actors is wider.
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BUURbook

Observation

R1: Founder

R2: Member
neighbourhood
committee-R

R3: Chairman area
committee HIS -R

R8: Citizens -R

Announcement

R9: Citizens -R

R6: Communication
advisor -D

R4:
Neighbourhood
manager-D

R7: Urban
Planner -R

R5: Citizen -D

Figure 10: Data collection snowball (R= Rotterdam, D=Dordrecht)

Online discussions
BUURbook is an open platform. This means that everyone, member or no member of the platform, is
able to see the content. This made it possible for me to extract the online discussions from the
platform. I have selected three discussions from the BUURbook page of Schiebroek to analyse. The
selection was based on the type of discussion and the activeness of the discussion. The discussion
needed to contribute to a neighbourhood planning project since that is part of the research topic. In
several interviews the same online discussions were mentioned. I considered that the most frequent
mentioned and active discussions are relevant for the neighbourhood, what made me select the
following discussions for further analysis:
•

Skaeve Huse: The municipality of Rotterdam wants to place eleven housing units at the border of
Schiebroek for people who create unsolvable disturbance in their neighbourhood. It is a final
solution for unstable residents that should help them to reenter the society. The citizens of
Schiebroek are not agreeing with the location and started a discussion on BUURbook to create
awareness and gain support against the development.

•

A13/16: A new high way route will be developed in the area of Schiebroek. To gain feedback on
the plan the area committee asked the citizens of Schiebroek what they were thinking about the
development via BUURbook.

•

Action against parking lots Berg en Broekpark: In Schiebroek there is a small amusement park
named Plaswijckpark located at the green boarder of the neighbourhood. Over the years the
park has grown which led to a shortage of parking lots. The municipality wanted to develop
parking lots in the green area next to the amusement park. The citizens of Schiebroek did not
agree with these plans and started an online discussion on BUURbook to come up with
alternatives and to protest against the developments.

The discussions were analysed on the type of interaction. Each comment was labeled on its type of
reaction. This could be an argument (pro/con), suggestion, call of action, expression of concern etc..
Notable is that there are notany discussions analysed in Sterrenburg. The platform in Sterrenburg
is ,as mentioned before, not as frequently used as in Schiebroek. The platform is also used in a
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diﬀerent way. Professionals, mostly social workers, and the municipality use the platform to place
announcements for social events. There are no discussion related to neighbourhood planning
projects and the discussions are not active enough. The discussions on the platform of Sterrenburg
are therefore not suitable to analyse. This doesn't mean that the case of Sterrenburg isn't useful for
this study, on the contrary, this diﬀerence with Schiebroek makes it an interesting comparison.
Reports & policy documents
Reports and policy documents were analysed for two goals. The first one was to analyse if the
discussions had any eﬀect on the decision-make process. In the documentation I’ve looked if the
tool BUURbook was mentioned or if the decision was or wasn't in line with the overall sentiment in
the BUURbook discussions. Secondly, the analysis of policy documents was needed to understand
the institutional framework and the governmental policies towards e-participation.

5.3.2 Phase 2: Relating the categories

When all the data was collected and analysed the ‘categories must be developed and
related’ (Corbin & Strauss, p.7, 1990). The categories are the most important elements to develop a
grounded narrative. They are generated through the analytic process of making constant
comparisons to highlight similarities and diﬀerences between diﬀerent categories. Not all labels
become a category, this depends on the repetition of labels and the appearance in diﬀerent data
sources. The first phase led to a wide rage of categories. In the second phase the number of
categories will be narrowed down via axial coding. In axial coding, categories are related to their
sub-categories, and the relationships tested against data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).

Figure 11: Second phase of developing a grounded narrative

The diﬀerent categories are related to each other with the help of flow charts. In Annex III two
examples of flow charts are presented. This method helped to visualise the relations between the
categories and the diﬀerences between the situation in Schiebroek and Sterrenburg. The flow charts
were also used as a tool to discuss the outcomes with participants. When all the data was collected
and analysed I’ve presented the flow charts form Annex III to the founder of BUURbook to check if
my findings and relations where valid and complete. This feedback session gave a positive result and
did not lead to any new data.
The data derived out of the two cases was analysed together. This provided the opportunity to find
diﬀerences and similarities between the two diﬀerent cases. Comparing of the data is also one of the
procedural steps. Corbin & Strauss, (p.9, 1990) state that: ’Analysis makes use of constant
comparisons’. When an incident is noted it is compared for similarities or diﬀerences with other
incidents in the two cases.
Following up on analysing the data by making constant comparisons Corbin & Stauss (p.10, 1990)
state that; ‘Patterns and variations must be accounted for’. The data must be examined for regularity
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and for an understanding of where that regularity is not apparent. Finding regularities will help to give
order to the data. I did this with the help of visualising the interactions in the flow charts and
comparing the situation in Rotterdam with the situation in Dordrecht. Pointing out the similarities and
diﬀerences helps to understand the situation and the relations. Relations between categories can
lead to hypotheses. The procedure states that; Hypothesis about relationships among categories
should be developed and verified as much as possible during the research process (Corbin & Strauss,
p.11, 1990). When hypothesis about relationships among categories where developed, they have
been taken back into the study field to verify them. The flow charts formed a tool to discuss the
hypothetical relationships between the categories with the interviewees. By comparing the data,
searching for patterns and variations and asking feedback on developed hypothesis, categories were
developed which formed the foundation the grounded narrative.

5.2.3 Phase 3: Formation of the grounded narrative

In the final phase the grounded narrative will be developed. This is done by the process of selective
coding. In the previous phase the categories are strengthened and related to each other. In this stage
the core category with sub categories is being picked. The core category represents the central
phenomenon of the study (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). The goal of this phase is to conceptualise the
core category and sub categories to develop the storyline for the grounded narrative. This will lead to
a more generalised and abstract storyline compared to the categories in the previous stage to make
it more applicable. The grounded narrative can only be generalised to a certain stage since it relates
to a real live case which included specific conditions. The grounded narrative is generalisable insofar
that it specifies conditions that are linked through the situations defined in the case study (Corbin &
Strauss, 1990). It has to be taken in account that networks are not stable and can also be influenced
by the study itself. Therefore the results will be presented as a grounded narrative in stead of a
grounded theory since it presents a conceptualised narrative of a situation.

Figure 12: Third phase of developing a grounded narrative

In this stage the ‘process must be built into the narrative’ (Corbin & Strauss, p.10, 1990). Process
means in this guideline on the one hand the ‘technical process’ which are the stages as described in
these phases and on the other hand it means the ‘narratives process’ which is visible in the case
study (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). For the present study the ‘technical process’ are the three phases as
in this chapter. The principles of grounded theory formed the process to develop the grounded
narrative and ANT functioned as a lens to look at the process. This resulted in the narrative,
described in chapter six, which is a description of the actor-network of the two cases. The actornetwork can be identified as the ‘narratives process’ since it focuses on the way the diﬀerent actors
in the case study interact with each other.
To write the grounded narrative, and not just a narrative, it is important to fully explain the process,
as done in this chapter. Making notes and memos is a strategy to do this, as Corbin & Strauss (p.10,
1990) write; Writing theoretical memos is an integral part of doing grounded theory. During this study
I’ve documented the steps taken to explain decisions and outcomes when needed. The most
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important steps, the choice of the case study, interview protocols and the flowcharts of the axial
coding steps are included in the annex.
To validate if the narrative is accurate ‘a grounded theorist cannot work alone’ (Corbin & Strauss, p.
11, 1990). As a master student I had to write my thesis on my own. But I worked in a surrounding
which gave me the opportunity to get frequent feedback on my work, mostly form my supervisor and
fellow students. To gain feedback on the categorisation and to confirm if I understood the cases well,
I was able to interact with the founder of BUURbook who is very familiar with both cases. Most of
the work for my thesis was done by myself, but supported by supervisor, fellow students and
participants. Other validity strategies which contributed to making the narrative grounded are
discussed in the next paragraph.

5.3 Validity strategies
The validation of the findings has occurred throughout the process of research. This has been done
by implementing several validity strategies. The qualitative validity strategies check for the accuracy
of the findings (Creswell, 2014). The use of multiple approaches enhanced the ability to access the
accuracy of my findings. For the present research I’ve used the following validity strategies
described by Creswell (2014):
Triangulation
Triangulation means the use of diﬀerent data sources and types of information. For the present
research I’ve used diﬀerent data sources and types of data (interviews, online discussions and policy
documents & reports) to contribute to the validity of the study. Besides using the diﬀerent data
sources I also chose to do two diﬀerent case studies to compare and compliment the results.
Triangulation builds a coherent justification for the development concepts in the results since it
includes diﬀerent data sources to present the diﬀerent perspectives of the actors involved.
Member checking
Member checking is used to determine the accuracy of the qualitative findings. With member
checking the researcher takes the qualitative findings back to the participants to determine if the
participants feel that the findings are accurate. The raw findings have been discussed in between the
interviews with participants to see if they could relate to the findings or not. Besides that I’ve
visualised the findings of the interviews, discussions and document analyses in several flow charts
(Annex III). I’ve discussed the flow charts with the founder of the tool BUURbook who is familiar with
both cases to gain feedback on the findings.
Rich and thick descriptions
Qualitative research provides detailed descriptions of the case and oﬀers descriptions from diﬀerent
perspectives will help to convey the findings. The interviews and online discussion form an important
data source in this research. The research methods have been described richly, the same counts for
the results. Any background information on the research process can be found in the annex. This
rich and thick descriptions of the method and results will explain the research process, background
and present the results from diﬀerent perspectives to become more realistic and richer.
Clarify the bias
There will be a self-reflection on the risk of being biased throughout the research. In the previous
paragraphs the role of the researcher has been discussed and that this might influence the network
which is being studied. The potential bias will be clarified in the discussion by deliberating on how
this research influenced the network which is being studied. This self-reflection creates an open and
honest narrative that will resonate well.
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External auditor
An external auditor who is not familiar with the research project reviewed the report. This will provide
feedback on the readability and the content of the report. The external auditor will also checked the
validity of the report by for example checking the transcripts and reading the online discussions and
comparing this to the findings.
The above-mentioned strategies contribute to the validity of this research. Together with the research
phases discussed in paragraph 5.2 this provided a structured method to conduct the research in a
manageable and reliable way.
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6. RESULTS
6.1 Introduction
In the following chapter the results of the case study will be presented. At first the research questions
will be reintroduced since they are leading for the structure of the chapter. Then a summary of the
data collection and analysis will be presented as an introduction of the results section. In this section
the core category with the sub categories will be introduced. The content of the sub categories will
be briefly discussed to explain how they are developed and related to the core category. After the
summary of the data collection and analysis the results of the analysis will be presented according to
the diﬀerent sub research questions.

6.1.1 Research questions
In this chapter the results of the analysis of the case studies will be addressed to answer the main
research questions:

How does the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute (or not) to collaborative decision-making
processes in neighbourhood planning projects?
The question will be answered with the help of the framework of Actor Network Theory. This
provided guidance to study the research subject and shaped the sub questions. The main research
question will be answered with the help of the following sub-questions:
• Who and what are the key actors within the selected BUURbook neighbourhoods? - Chapter 6.2
• How and why do the key actors interact with BUURbook within the selected BUURbook
neighbourhoods? Chapter 6.2
• What is the agency of the key actors in the decision-making process since the introduction of
BUURbook in neighbourhood planning projects? - Chapter 6.3
• What phase of translation can be determined regarding the introduction of BUURbook in the
selected BUURbook neighbourhoods? - Chapter 6.4
• How does the introduction of BUURbook contribute (or not) to opening the “black box” of
decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects? - Chapter 6.5

6.1.2 Summary data collection & analysis

The analysis led, based on the process of grounded theory, to a great number of categories and
labels. Chapter five described the research phases where the number of categories got narrowed
down with the help of open coding, axial coding and selective coding. This process developed the
core category with five sub categories as presented in figure 13. The categories gain there focus
because of the research questions and gain their content throughout this research. This section will
introduce the topics of the sub categories and their connection to the core category.
The core category, as being the central phenomena in the case studies, is Decision. This concerns
the decision-making process in neighbourhood planning projects. The decision-making process is
influenced by a variety of external factors. The sub categories present the external factors which
have been studied in the present research.
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Key actors

Blackbox

Decision
Translation

Figure 13: Core categories

Interaction

Agency

The sub category Key actors concerns the most present actors which are involved in the decisionmaking process in neighbourhood planning projects. These actors can for example be government
oﬃcials who eventually make the discussion or citizens who live in the neighbourhood or the
diﬀerent tools which are used to include the diﬀerent stakeholders.
A decision is never made by only one actor. Its decision is always influenced by the interactions
between diﬀerent actors. Therefore Interactions forms the second category. For the present study I
am especially interested in the interactions with the web 2.0 tool BUURbook. This sub category also
considers the functions of an actor, in the sense of what they are capable of. How the key actors
interact with the tool and the other participation tools are focus points regarding this category. The
key actors and the way they interact with each other form the foundation for the actor-network.
Paragraph 6.2 presents the actor-networks of the case studied in Schiebroek and Sterrenburg.
Agency is the third sub category and it focuses on the influence the key actors have on the decision.
By interaction with each other actors can change each other. Some actors have more influence than
other actors. This can be due to the characteristics of an actor but also due to rules and regulations
such as participation policies and strategies. In paragraph 6.3 the agency of the key actors in
Schiebroek and Sterrenburg on the decision making process is being presented.
Paragraph 6.4 presents the process of translation regarding the introduction of BUURbook in
Sterrenburg and Schiebroek. Interactions between actors can change their behaviour and the actornetwork. This process is called translation which starts with the introduction of an actor and ends
with the institutionalisation of the new actor in the network. This sub category tells how well
integrated BUURbook is in the decision-making processes in Schiebroek and Sterrenburg by going
through the steps of the translation process. The integration of an actor depends for a great deal on
how the actor is introduced. Actors need to be open to a new actor to be able to accept it to the
network. The process of translation is therefore very context dependent and influenced by events in
the neighbourhood.
The final sub category is Blackbox. Decision-making processes can be considered as blackboxes.
Decision-making processes are often regulated by policies or based on experiences of actors.
Government oﬃcials often let citizens participate at set times according to their protocols. This
process can be changed, the blackbox can be opened, because of the introduction of a new actor.
But this depends on the cost it takes to open the blackbox. The institutional framework has to be
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flexible enough or must be able to reorganise its process to be able to accept the new actor and
change their processes.
In the following paragraphs the categories will be addressed in the context of the case studies. At
first the actor-network of the two cases will be explained. This will tell who the key actors are and
how and why they interact with BUURbook. After that the agency of BUURbook in the cases will be
discussed. This will be done by zooming in at the online discussions on BUURbook. To see how well
integrated BUURbook is in the decision-making processes the process of translation will be
projected on the two cases. In the final paragraph there will be shown if BUURbook has the ability to
open the black box of decision-making processes.

6.2 Actor-network
Callon (1993, p.263) defined an Actor-Network as: ‘…a group of unspecified relationships among
entities of which the nature itself is undetermined’. This paragraph will tell who the key actors in each
case are and how they interact with BUURbook. The way they interact with BUURbook determines
their relationship. After zooming in to the cases the results will be generalised by reflecting on the
categories (figure 13) and the first two research questions:
•

Who and what are the key actors within the selected neighbourhoods?

•

How and why do the key actors interact with BUURbook within the selected neighbourhoods?

6.2.1 Schiebroek

There is a great variety of diﬀerent actors interacting with BUURbook in Schiebroek. Table 4 gives an
overview of the diﬀerent groups of key actors and their sub devisions based on the interviews, online
discussions, document analysis and observations of BUURbook. In this paragraph each group of
key actors will be introduced and how they interact with BUURbook will be discussed.
Citizens
The largest group of actors are the residents of Schiebroek. According to the interviewees the group
who is active on BUURbook varies widely in age, background and gender. Based on the analysis it is
not possible to specify the users on age, gender or background, but they can be categorised on their
type of interaction. The analysis has shown that the individual users can be divided in ‘social users’
and ‘project users’. The ‘social users’ interact with BUURbook to meet their neighbours, gain
information on events in their neighbourhood or to ask questions. As one of the interviewees sad;
‘BUURbook is for the citizens. I use it to meet my neighbours and if I want to talk to the municipality I will
send them a letter…’ -R8
The other group are the ‘project users’. These are actors who interact with BUURbook in response to
a specific event or for a particular, non social, purpose. Schiebroek is in motion due to some recent
events and planned constructions in the neighbourhood. Schiebroek knows a well articulate group of
citizens who are interested in these projects. BUURbook helps them to express their ideas, present
initiatives or to gain information of the events. In contraction to the statement of the social user one
of the project users expressed that:
‘I’m not interested in pictures of their cats, I just want to know what is going on in my neighbourhood…’ R9
Citizens in Schiebroek also approach BUURbook on behalf of a collective. This is present in the form
of neighbourhood committees, who present the voice of certain sub-neighbourhoods and protest
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groups regarding certain events. The two groups sometimes have the same goals. The
neighbourhood committee of Lupine Vesper* for example is an initiative of volunteers from the
neighbourhood Lupine Vesper district who are committed to improve the quality of life in their
neighbourhood. They use BUURbook to gain information and to provide information on projects (f.e.
Skaeve Huse) in their neighbourhood, which sometimes have a protesting character.
This can lead to specific protest groups regarding developments in the neighbourhood. A group of
citizens living around the Plaswijckpark started a protest group named BoPP regarding parking
problems in their neighbourhood (Bewonersorganisatie Parkeerproblemen Plaswijckpark/Resident
association parking Plaswijckpark). According to one of the members of BoPP they use BUURbook
to tell the neighbourhood what is happening regarding the parking problems and to explore how the
neighbours thinks about solutions. They do this by posting articles on BUURbook and engaging in
the discussions, as the screenshot in figure 14 presents.

The municipality wants to develop 34 extra parking lots on the Meidoornweide. 34 extra parking lots is not
the solution for the parking problems in the neighbourhood. We want a real solution!
Figure 14: Screenshot BUURbook discussion started by BoPP (https://buurbook.nl/plan/nog-meerparkeerplaatsen-in-meidoornweide-tbv-plaswĳckpark-18556)

Government
The analysis has shown that the local government, represented by the area committee and urban
planners from the central municipality, is interacting with BUURbook. The area committee used
BUURbook for public participation. When the area committee needs to give an advice to the central
municipality about, for example, the bicycle plan or other local issues, they will open a discussion on
BUURbook to collect the opinions. The area committee does not interact actively in every discussion
but when direct question towards the committee are asked they tempt to answer them when it helps
the discussion. This is mostly due to the amount of time it takes to respond to every comment. But
the area committee also needs to take a collective stand on a topic to be able to engage in the
discussion and this is not always possible. The following comment from the chairman of the area
committee HIS illustrate these motivations:
‘The reason why we do not engage in the discussions is mostly because of time. But also because we
do not always take a stand on a topic. For Rotterdam- The Hague airport we for example just want to
collect the opinions and not start a discussion right away…’ -R3
The central municipality is less present on the platform than the area committee. The department of
Urban Development of the municipality of Rotterdam is aware of the tool BUURbook but is not using
the tool actively as a participation instrument. In one of the interviews an urban planner of the
department stated that they read the discussions when they are relevant for the project. In one case,
regarding the parking problems at the Plaswijckpark, the planner used the online discussion as a
starting point for a face to face meeting. After that meeting the central municipally did not actively
followed or interacted at the discussion on BUURbook. The central government interacts passive
with BUURbook. According to the planner of the municipality this might be due to lacking policies on
the use of e-tool. As he stated in the interview:
* http://www.lupine-vesper.nl
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‘Before I started with this project I was not familiar with BUURbook, therefor I didn’t think about a
strategy for coping with it. Maybe we should talk about that within the municipality, I do not know if we
have any policies on the use of e-tools…’ -R7
Professionals
Entrepreneurs use BUURbook to promote their businesses. The entrepreneurs using BUURbook are
having a strong connection with the neighbourhood. The interaction with BUURbook is mainly
characterised by promotional posts on the platform. The announcements are notrelated to spatial
developments in the neighbourhood and do not have an impact on decision-making processes.
Figure 15 shows an example of an announcement of an entrepreneur in Schiebroek.

Relax with yoga
Figure 15: Screenshot form a post of a professional on BUURbook

(e)Tools
The presence of other participatory (e)tools are influencing the eﬀectiveness of BUURbook and also
interact with the tool. Many other platforms and tools have a promotional eﬀect on BUURbook. The
municipal website, for example, links to BUURbook. There are also other neighbourhood platforms
that are linked to BUURbook, as shown in figure 16. This widens the network in both directions.

Figure 16: Examples of other platforms (Oudermatch and Wegwerkzaamheden) linked to BUURbook

Online- and oﬄine participatory tools can strength each other. An example is the reports and notes
of oﬄine meetings which are being distributed via BUURbook. At the same time BUURbook is being
promoted at these oﬄine meetings. The interaction with diﬀerent participatory (e)tools strengthen
each other from this perspective. The area committee also uses diﬀerent tools for diﬀerent purposes.
The chairman of the area committee HIS gives the following examples to illustrate that diﬀerent tools
are being used for diﬀerent purposes:
‘Facebook functions as a news paper, just like the municipal website… …For complex issues we use
more traditional forms of participation because people need more background information to
understand it… BUURbook functions well when it comes to collecting opinions on a certain topic…’ R3
These examples show that each participatory tool, online or oﬄine has its own features what makes
them suitable for specific purposes. The tools interact with each other by linking to their pages.
Community builder
BUURbook is an open and independent platform. There are no moderators who delete or control
discussions, but there is a community builder. A community builder is a networker who lives in the
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neighbourhood or is connected within the neighbourhood. It can be someone from the municipality,
a social worker or a citizen. In Schiebroek it is the founder of BUURbook who also lives in
Schiebroek. The community builder helped to launch the platform and when needed guides
discussions. BUURbook oﬀers workshops for community builders where they get tips and tricks on
how they can gain attention for the platform. But the more developed the platform is, the smaller the
role of the community builder becomes. As the community builder of Schiebroek states in an
interview:
‘The goal is to become a self organising platform. A lot of communication is needed to accomplish this
and a community builder helps to start this…’ -R1
When a platform functions well the interactions of the community builder decreases. In Schiebroek
the community builder is active in discussions as a networker to connect citizens with organisations
they needed and he incidental intervenes in discussions. Figure 17 shows an example how the
community builder mediates in a discussion.
-Henk H is a little bit annoying. Doesn't he has
anything to do than focus on the Berg and
Broekpark? I know a better place for the
parking lots, what do you think of the
Meidoornweide across the apartments at the
Molenstraat.- Everybody is allowed to express them self
about the Berg en Broekpark, also Henk H.
We live in a neighbourhood with different
people. It is logical that people have different
opinions. Respect them and present counter
arguments. In this way we create alternative
solutions as a neighbourhood.Figure 17: Interaction form the community builder
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Group

Key actors

Interaction with BUURbook

Citizens

Social users

Meeting people
Gaining information
Providing information
Posting questions

Project users

Forming a fist
Protesting
Providing information
Gaining information

Neigbourhood comities

Gaining information
Providing information

Protest groups

Protesting
Gaining support
Providing information
Gaining information

Area committee

Gaining feedback
Providing information
Gaining information
Financial support

Urban planners

Gaining information

Professionals

Entrepreneurs

Promoting their business

(e)Tools

Social media

Promote BUURbook
Potential competition

Citizen panel

Potential competition

Municipal website

Promote BUURbook

News paper

Promote BUURbook

Meetings

Provide information
Promote BUURbook

Linked platforms

Promote BUURbook
Widen the network

Founder BUURbook

Guides discussions
Connects different users
Promoting BUURbook

Government

Community builder

Table 4: Key actors and interaction in Schiebroek
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6.2.2 Sterrenburg
The number and variety of users in Sterrenburg is significantly less than in Schiebroek. In Schiebroek
8,5% of the households signed up on the webpage compared to 1,5% of the households in
Sterrenburg. Table 5 gives an overview of the diﬀerent groups of key actors and their sub devisions
based on the interviews, online discussions, document analysis and observations of BUURbook.
Citizens
The social users in Sterrenburg are less present than in Schiebroek. The social users mainly use the
platform to post questions. The questions often have a social and local character. One of the actors
posted for example the following question:

Looking for a handy neighbour who can decorate and paint my walls inside. Personally I cant finish it due
to my disabilities caused by rheumatism
Figure 18: Post resident Sterrenburg

The project users are just as in Schiebroek focused on events and projects in the neighbourhood. In
Sterrenburg there is a small but very active group of volunteers present on BUURbook. They
cooperate with the municipality and promote events and local projects. One of the interviewed
volunteers explained that the group of volunteers is very consistent but exist mainly out of retired
citizens and it is very diﬃcult to attract new volunteers. The interviewee uses BUURbook to post
about events which they organised. He also promotes the tools to gain more active users. As he
stated in the interview:
‘There are to little active users. People read the posts, recently I posted an article and it is already being
watched 160 times. But people do not respond to it. I keep on telling people about BUURbook, then I
give them a piece of paper with the address and tell them to look at the website so they know what is
going on the their neighbourhood…’ -R5
The municipality wants to include this group of citizens more in their communication and
participation strategy. Therefore they want to create a ‘neighbourhood editorial oﬃce’. This will be a
group of citizens who inform their neighbours via a variety of channels such as BUURbook,
Facebook and the newspaper. This will hopefully attract more users and activates the citizens,
according to the neighbourhood manager of Sterrenburg.
Government
The local government, municipality, is represented in BUURbook by the neighbourhood manager.
The neighbourhood managers maintain the networks between citizens, professionals and the
municipality. The municipality of Dordrecht is a proponent of public participation. With their website
‘Dordt aan zet’ they promote diﬀerent ways to participate. Since the early days of the internet
Dordrecht is already experimenting with e-tools. The municipality is hoping that BUURbook will
function as a neighbourhood platform what makes the municipal neighbourhood websites
unnecessary. The municipality is for a great deal responsible for the promotion of BUURbook and the
information flow. Eventually it should be a self organising platform as the neighbourhood manager
states:
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‘BUURbook will become the platform where people interact and share information on their
neighbourhood. But this will take time and we should just wait and let it happen.’ -R4
The neighbourhood manager is active on the platform on behalf of the municipality. He posts
announcements on neighbourhood events organised by the municipality. BUURbook will be playing
a bigger role when Sterrenburg will be revitalised. The project got recently launched at a meeting
where almost 100 people responded to. The neighbourhood manager sees potential for BUURbook
regarding the upcoming developments.
Professionals
The professionals present on BUURbook-Sterrenburg are mostly social workers. They promote
events in the neighbourhood and are one of the most active groups on the platform. This gives it
more of a social oriented platform than a spatial oriented platform. Figure 19 shows an example of
one of the comments on the BUURbook page of Sterrenburg:

Informal care recruitment week, 10 informal caregivers got recruited at the culture centre
Figure 18: Post Social worker Sterrenburg

The social worker responsible for the neighbourhood communication is also the community builder
of Sterrenburg. Besides the other social media channels she posts news items and activities on
BUURbook. But the number of posts are limited, as she explained in the interview:
‘There is not every week news coming from Sterrenburg. Therefor the quantity is limited, but I do not
want to post irrelevant stuff, it has to have value…’ -R6
As the community builder she also has to attract new users but the promotion of BUURbook is going
slowly despite the eﬀort. The municipality and professionals try to promote BUURbook but citizens
seem to be more familiar with other platforms such as Facebook. As she stated in the interview:
‘The number of users is still to low, unfortunately. I see people posting comments sometimes, but it is not
enough. For the project 50 year Sterrenburg we advise people to use BUURbook, but people keep on
saying, lets make a Facebook group! Facebook is familiar for people, but the groups are often closed so
not everyone can interact…’ -R6
The interview with the community builder also showed that her role was not very clear and that she
aspected more of the task. She is now filling her role with posting items, but it isn't clear what the
other task should be. With the use of the platform she experiences some technical drawbacks what
makes the interaction with BUURbook more diﬃcult compared to Facebook. According to the
community builder from Sterrenburg:
‘The hope is that the platform will soon become used more frequent and enhances interaction between
different parties in the neighbourhood. But for now the result is limited in comparison to the time which
is invested in the tool…’ -R6
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(e)Tools
Dordrecht is not unfamiliar with the use of e-tool in neighbourhood projects, as discussed in chapter
four. The municipality has a process oriented strategy when it comes to the use of e-tools. There is
less focus on the tool but more focus on the goal they want to achieve, which is to include citizens in
their decision making processes. This had led to a wide range of e-tools used over the last decade.
Some of these tools might be competing with BUURbook, but since there is this process oriented
strategy there is less competition. Where BUURbook is mostly used for communication are other
tools, for example ‘Stemmen via het web’ (online voting) are used for decision making. The key
notion in this process, pointed out as well by the community builder as by the neighbourhood
manager, that participation should lead to decision making. If you ask people to cooperate, you
should see this in the results. As the community builder stated:
‘It has to be a condition that the municipality act on the discussions which arise on BUURbook…’-R6
Group

Key actors

Interaction with BUURbook

Citizens

Social users

Posting questions
Gaining information

Project users

Providing information
Gaining information

Government

Municipality; Neighbourhood
manager

Providing information
Gaining information
Promoting BUURbook
Financial support

Professionals

Social worker/ community
builder

Providing information
Promoting BUURbook

(e)Tools

Social media

Promote BUURbook
Potential competition

Other participatory e-tools*

Potential competition

Municipal website

Promote BUURbook

News paper

Promote BUURbook

Meetings

Provide information
Promote BUURbook

Linked platforms

Promote BUURbook
Widen the network

Table 5: Key actors and interaction in Sterrenburg

* Argu & Stemmen via het web

* https://schiebroek.buurbook.nl/plan/aso-wijk-skaeve-huse-18573 53

6.2.3 Conclusion
Table four and five present the they key users and their interactions in Schiebroek and Sterrenburg.
These tables, together with the descriptions out of the previous paragraphs answer the following
research questions:
•

Who and what are the key actors within the selected BUURbook neighbourhoods?

•

How and why do the key actors interact with BUURbook within the selected BUURbook
neighbourhoods?

Comparing the results from the diﬀerent cases and reflecting on the categories enables to generalise
the conclusions.
The diﬀerent actors involved in a process and the way they interact with each other has an eﬀect the
decision-making processes. Answering the first research question by comparing the two
neighbourhoods, we can see that the groups of actors interacting with BUURbook are comparable in
each neighbourhood. The groups of key actors are: Citizens, the government, professionals &
community builder and other (E)tools.
Diﬀerences can be found in the way the actors they interact with BUURbook. In Sterrenburg the
interactions are more passive than in Schiebroek. In Sterrenburg the information flow is for a great
deal provided by the municipality, where in Schiebroek the citizens create the information flow. The
municipality is in Sterrenburg the most active group of actors and the citizens and other actors can
absorb the information without responding to it or being activated. In Schiebroek the information
flow is for a great deal provided by the citizens. This widens the group of active users and invites
actors to respond. In Sterrenburg citizens and the municipality are using a great variety of other
(e)tools to participate in their neighbourhood. This makes the focus less on BUURbook compared to
Schiebroek.
Summing-up, the analysis of the two cases has shown that the diﬀerent key actors using the tool
determined the interaction with and on the tool and thereby the influence on decision-making
processes.

Key actors

Blackbox

Decision
Translation

Interaction

Agency
Figure 19: Categories Key actors & interaction
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6.3 Agency
In the following paragraph the agency of the key actors in Schiebroek and Sterrenburg will be
discussed. Agency is the ability of an actor to change or influence other actors or the environment
(Dankert, 2011). This will contribute to answering the following research question:
•

What is the agency of the key actors in the decision-making process since the introduction
of BUURbook in neighbourhood planning projects?

To answer this question agency of the key actors on decision-making processes in Schiebroek and
Sterrenburg will be studied by analysing the online discussions. The focus in this study lies on the
agency actors gain via their interactions with BUURbook. The type of comments in the online
discussions are being analysed to understand what the actors want to achieve with their online
interaction on BUURbook. Their goals and arguments are compared with reports from the
municipality to see what has been implemented, and what not. This is finally compared with the data
retrieved out of the interviews which provided information on how the actors experienced their
influence.

6.3.1 Schiebroek

In the interviews with actors from Schiebroek several active online discussions were mentioned. The
most frequent mentioned discussions are analysed and the results are presented in this chapter. The
discussions were analysed by looking at the type of interaction. This paragraph will summarise the
content of the discussions, the main type of comments and the eﬀect of the discussion on the
decision-making process to understand what the agency of the actors is.
Action against parking lots Berg en Broekpark
Followers: 47
Visitors: 3785
The small amusement park Plaswijckpark, located in Schiebroek, has grown significantly over the
last years together with the number of visitors. This led to an increased parking pressure in the
neighbourhood Schiebroek. A decision of the State Council to address the parking problems in the
neighbourhood resulted in a search for more parking lots (34) for the amusement park Plaswijckpark.
One of the possible locations was the Berg en Broekpark. The park is a small piece of authentic
polder at the border of the residential area. A group of citizens from Schiebroek did not agree with
the transformation of this park to parking facilities. Together with the action-group BOPP
(Bewonersorganisatie Parkeerproblemen
Plaswijckpark), they started a BUURbook
discussion to protest against this
development*. Figure 20 shows a word cloud
derived from 34 pages of online discussions
on BUURbook.
The analysis on the comments has shown that
most comments had the following intention:
• Calls for action
•

Presenting alternatives

•

Expressing dissatisfaction and concerns

•

Informing and clarification
Figure 20: Word cloud discussion Berg en Broekpark

* https://schiebroek.buurbook.nl/plan/actie-tegen-parkeerplaats-berg-en-broekpark-21939
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•

Oﬀ topic discussions

Action group BoPP was the main initiator to start a discussion on BUURbook. Their item on
BUURbook resulted in many responses which led to discussions within the central municipalities and
the area committee HIS. The planner of the central municipality used the discussion the prepare
himself for the oﬄine discussions with citizens at meetings. But the spokesman of BOPP does not
believe that it will lead to supported decisions. In an interview he stated that their influence via
BUURbook is limited. As the spokesman explains:
“The communication on BUURbook is too non-committal. People give their opinion but do not feel the
need to take action… …People are happy to be informed and to be a part of the discussion but it does
not result in much action’ -R2
One of the interviewed citizens who is actively involved in the discussion concerned the
development of parking lots made the following statement concerned their influence via BUURbook:
‘I do not think that BUURbook increases our influence on decisions but it does help us to form a fist
against the development’ -R9
This sentiment is very much present in the discussion. Actors respond to the discussions since they
are notagreeing with the plans. BUURbook helps to find likeminded and protest agains plans or
developments. Some individuals emit a diﬀerent sound, but they are then quickly contradicted by the
majority. Figure 21 shows a screenshot of the discussion where one of the proponents of parking lots
in the Berg and Broekpark is being contradicted by one of the opponents which are the majority. This
illustrates that overall sentiment about the discussion topic is being determined by the majority,
which leave little room for other arguments.

Figure 21: Screenshot negativity in the discussion Berg en Broekpark

The municipality had not made a decision yet on this issue, but for now it can be said the discussion
has had some agency. On July 8 the municipality organised a meeting were the arguments and
suggestions from BUURbook were discussed. This led to the following action:
•

A parking study: citizens pointed out on BUURbook that 34 extra parking lots would not make a
diﬀerence. Therefore a parking study will be done to know what the shortage is.

•

Location study: citizens pointed out that the suggested locations were not desirable. A location
study for the locations and alternative locations will show the impact of the decision.

•

Shuttle bus study: a shuttle bus was a frequently mentioned alternative in BUURbook. The
municipality studied this option.
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Skaeve Huse
Followers: 87
Visitors: 5900
The municipality of Rotterdam is planning to develop Skaeve Huse, a housing project for citizens
who cause serious disturbance in their neighbourhood. It is the final measurement when no other
measure has helped. This type of housing facility will be located in a low-stimulus environment so
the disturbers can live quietly and eventually return to a normal living facility. The Skaeve Huse in
Rotterdam will be located at the border of Schiebroek.
Neighbourhood committee Lupine Vespe is
having concerns about the development and
started a discussion on BUURbook to collect the
opinions on this topic in Schiebroek*. Figure 22
shows a word cloud derived from 34 pages of
online discussions about the Skaeve Huse on
BUURbook.
The analysis of the comments has shown that
most comments had the following intention:
•

Expressing dissatisfaction and concerns

•

Questions to the government

•

Informing and clarification

•

Empty remarks

Figure 22: Word cloud discussion Skaeve Huse

The overall sentiment in the discussion regarding the Skaeve Huse is rather negative. Citizens and
professionals mostly present their concerns and dissatisfaction towards the development in the
discussion. Besides that there are many questions towards the municipality and the area committee
regarding the participation process and the information flow. The analysis of the discussion and the
interviews shown that citizens did felt not heard. This resulted an agonistic conflict between the
citizens and government. There is a strong ‘We’ versus ‘They’ sentiment in the discussion. The
following citation form the discussion illustrate this sentiment:
‘Look at the disturbance the plan already creates and ‘They’ are not even here yet! A definite NO for
me…’ (online discussion*)
‘For me its enough, we cant cope with another disturbing project. The municipality makes Schiebroek
unlivable in this way…’ (online discussion*)
The area committee and the municipality are not engaging actively in the online discussion on
BUURbook. The chairman incidentally responded to comments when they were directly asked to
him. The area committee used besides BUURbook also other tools, citizen panel and face to face
meetings, to collect the opinions of the citizens of Schiebroek on this topic. The sentiment via these
other channels showed, according to the chairman, a diﬀerent sentiment than what was heard on in
the BUURbook discussions. Most of the opinions via the other channels where also against the
development but the comments were more temperated than on BUURbook. According to the
chairman this might be due to the fact that people give their unvarnished opinion more easy online.
The discussion leader, Lupine Vespe, had also already took a stand in the discussion, what gave little
room for other opinions, comparable to the discussion concerns the parking lots.
* https://buurbook.nl/plan/aso-wijk-skaeve-huse-18573
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Even tough the area committee wasn't in favour of the course of the discussion, they did gave a
negative advice to the central government on the location of the Skaeve Huse*. As the chairman of
the area committee HIS stated in the interview:
‘The overall reactions on BUURbook concerned the Skaeve Huse were negative, so our advice regarding
the development was also negative’-R3
The central municipality make the defined decision in this case. They chose to continue with the
original location and did not include the advice of the area committee. The agency of the discussion
was very present till the level of the area committee. This is also a limitation regarding the influence
of BUURbook on the decision-making process pointed out by the chairman of the area committee
HIS. In the interview he stated that:
‘People have no idea of the results of their contribution. We may give our advises based on the input of
the citizens but the central municipality makes the decision. We make reports of which advises has
been implemented, but I do not think that people feel like they have any influence…’-R3
In this case BUURbook help to connect diﬀerent actors and the strong opinions on the platform has
led to a negative advice by the area committee. Due to the institutional framework the direct agency
of the citizens via BUURbook is limited to the neighbourhood scale. The central government makes
the decision but since it is not clear how the actions on BUURbook are implemented in the decision
citizens feel like their influence is limited.
A13/A16
Followers: 57
Visitors: 2420
A new highway section between the A13 and A16 in Rotterdam will be developed. This section will
run for a part through Schiebroek. The area committee HIS opened a discussion on BUURbook* to
collect the opinions of the residents of Schiebroek. Figure 23 presents a word cloud based on 19
pages of online discussions on BUURbook
concerned the development of the connection
between the A13/A16.
The analysis of the comments in the discussion
initiated by the area committee has shown that
most comments had the following intention:
• Suggesting measures (specific)
• Suggesting measures (not specific)
• Questions to the municipality
• Noting resistance towards the development
• Noting support for the development
• Call for action

Figure 23: Word could discussion A13/A16

The call to collect the opinions for the development initiated by the area committee showed that
most of the citizens of Schiebroek feel resistance towards the development. The process of the A13/
A16 is running for many years. The comments in the discussion show that most citizens do not want
to stop the development but do want to collaborate on the design of the highway. The discussions
therefor brought many suggestions, specific and less specific, for measures to minimise the impact
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of the highway section. One of the interviewees did not believe that participating on BUURbook
would have any impact on plans for the highway. He stated that:
‘I feel that it is a done deal. The decisions have already been made, so what is the fun to talk about it?’R9
The area committee clustered all the comments on BUURbook and formed it in an advice report for
the central city board*. The city board rejected the advice, together with the advices of two other
area comities. The plans currently are available for inspection (ter inzage). The agency of the
BUURbook discussion is, comparable with the Skaeve Huse case, present till the level of the area
committee. At the central level the agency of BUURbook is very limited. The area committee is very
familiar with the platform and interact with it by starting discussions and posting information. Other
organisations involved in the project do not interact with BUURbook what limits the potential agency
of the actors engaging with BUURbook. Rijkswaterstaat e.g. published a participation report (A16
Rotterdam - Opbrengst participatie inpassing) where they presented the input gained via public
participation. BUURbook is not mentioned in this report even though many comments are made
regarding the development of the highway.
* https://schiebroek.buurbook.nl/userfiles/projects/16197/adviesbrief-a13a16-defversie.pdf

6.3.2 Sterrenburg

For agency to take place interactions are necessary. In Sterrenburg the interaction between actors
via BUURbook is limited to a passive form of interaction, as described in the previous paragraph.
The number of discussions is very limited and the posts are not related to planning topics. This does
not mean that there isn't any interaction or agency but it is not possible to gain results on this
subject based on the collected data.
The interviews showed the same images. When participants were asked about the influence of
BUURbook on decision-making processes they could not answer the question. They where able to
give a hypothetical answer on the potential influence they could have if the platform would function.
One of the citizens from Sterrenburg stated in an interview:
‘If BUURbook will be launched successfully it potentially will be a good channel to put topics on the
agenda and to respond to events in the neighbourhood. But I’m doubting that people are interested in
that. They like to comment when something goes wrong but do not want to collaborate all along the
way…’ -R5
All participants interviewed for this study believed in the potential of the platform. Also the
municipality and community builder believe in the potential agency of BUURbook. The community
builder pointed out that when certain technical improvements of the platform are made and when
there is more interaction, the platform can be a very eﬀective tool for the municipality and citizens to
reach each other faster and in a greater range. When it comes to public participation the
neighbourhood manager states that when you ask people to cooperate in the decision-making
process you should also implement their decisions. This principle has been applied in previous
projects in Dordrecht and came up frequently in interviews with participants from Dordrecht.
Due to the lack of use it can only be speculating what the agency of BUURbook would be in
Dordrecht. The results from the analysis from Sterrenburg did confirm that without interaction, there
will not be any agency. To gain more interaction the citizens of Sterrenburg need to be activated to
participate.
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6.3.3 Conclusion
The previous paragraphs answered the research question: What is the agency of the key actors in the
decision-making process since the introduction of BUURbook in neighbourhood planning projects?
-for the diﬀerent cases. Comparing the agency of the diﬀerent discussions in Schiebroek and the
lack of discussions in Sterrenburg contributes to the formation a generalised answer.
The results shown that actors need a strong motivation to participate in neighbourhood planning
projects. In this case in the form of online participation via BUURbook. The context, type of
neighbourhood, culture, demographics, or events in the neighbourhood often create motivation for
actors to participate in planning projects.
Sterrenburg is, according to the interviewees, a very calm neighbourhood. There are notany major
developments of events planned which activated citizens to participate via BUURbook. Schiebroek
on the other hand is a neighbourhood with a well-articulated society who are willing to participate.
Besides that there are many developments planned that have a major impact on the neighbourhood,
as discussed in the previous paragraphs. This stimulates citizens to be actively involved in the
decision making process.
The interviews shown that citizens are doubtful on the claim that BUURbook improved their influence
on decision-making processes. They see BUURbook as a helpful tool, but the same obstacles as
with oﬄine participation seem to remain. The first obstacle which occurred is that it is often not clear
what is being done with the input of participants. The second obstacle is that the voice of the
majority is mostly represented. The power of the crowd is very vivid on BUURbook, but if your
opinion is diﬀerent from the majority it is hard to make a statement. The final obstacle considered in
this paragraph is that it is diﬃcult to activate citizens to participate. These obstacles can also be
projected on oﬄine participation. The aspect that the actors interact online does not counter the
above mentioned issues.
The agency of actors in decision-making processes in these cases is partly aﬀected by the
institutional framework of the municipalities. The area comities of Rotterdam are very open and
facilitate public participation but the central government is hard to reach. The communication
proceeds via the area comities but it is not clear what the results are of the input from the
participants.
The municipality of Dordrecht on the other hand has a
more open institutional framework. Participation is high
Blackbox
on the agenda, already for many years. The case of
BUURbook does not represent the potential of the
municipality when it comes to public participation. The
data did not gave any insights in the agency of
BUURbook-Sterrenburg since the lacking use of the
Translation
tool.

Figure 24:
Categories- Agency

Key
actors

Decision
Interaction

Agency
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6.4 Translation
In this paragraph the following research question will be answered: What phase of translation can be
determined regarding the introduction of BUURbook in the selected neighbourhoods? Translation is
the process of the displacement of actors, in order to become part of the actor network (Callon,
1986). This process is conceptualised by Latour (2004) which resulted in the due process. The due
process of translation exist out of the following phases:
• Perplexity: In this phase the existing actors need to be open to the new actor.
• Consultation: In the second phase the new actor will get the chance to introduce itself.
• Hierarchy: The introduction of a new actor can change existing relations and order. In the third
stage the actors will have to find their new hierarchy.
• Institution: Here new regulations or protocols will be developed in case the new actor has been
accepted.
The analysis of the introduction of BUURbook till the point of institutionalisation will create
understanding on how well integrated BUURbook is in the decision-making processes. The results of
the previous paragraphs, together with the collected data will contribute to answer the research
question.

6.4.1 Schiebroek
Since the introduction of BUURbook in Schiebroek the actor-network has gone through a number of
phases of the due process. Actors are getting familiar with BUURbook as a new actor in decisionmaking processes what leads to a new hierarchy. Based on the collected data and the results
presented in the previous paragraphs the phases of the due process will be analysed in the context
of Schiebroek to understand in which stage the network of Schiebroek stands at the current
moment.
Perplexity
The door for BUURbook was opened due to a certain need. The founder of BUURbook described
this in an interview as following:
‘BUURbook is developed for a professional and a personal need to have an online tool where citizen can
meet each other. I’ve experienced the professional need as an urban planner working for a municipality
and the social need as a citizen who wanted to participate. Existing platforms like Facebook did not
have specific needed functions…’-R1
This need for a platform was supported by other citizens who were willing to sign-up and interact the
platform and the area committee who financially and professionally support the platform. This
created an open attitude within the existing network which made it possible for BUURbook to
introduce itself to the actor network.
Consultation
BUURbook has been introduced to the actor network of Schiebroek in several ways. The tool got
introduced via social media, flyers and at meetings regarding projects in the neighbourhood. The
participants for this research could not tell specifically how they were introduced to BUURbook.
The presence of a variety of events that had an impact on the neighbourhood, like the development
of the A13/A16 and the Skaeve Huse, gave BUURbook the opportunity to present itself and to get in
touch with a variety of diﬀerent actors.
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One of the groups which is being hard to reach are the elderly since they are less active online. One
of the residents of BUURbook mentioned that there are many elderly in Schiebroek but that their
voice is not present on the platform. The founder of BUURbook counters this statement by pointing
out that the network of BUURbook reaches further than only the online discussions. Trough oﬄine
communication actors also get introduced with BUURbook according to the founder of BUURbook.
With 8,5% of the households signed up to BUURbook-Schiebroek and the support of the area
committee, makes BUURbook well consulted. BUURbook has introduced itself to enough actors in
Schiebroek to function. But the interviewed citizens and the chairman of the area committee both
stated in the interviews that the functionality of BUURbook would improve if more actors got
introduced to the tool.
Hierarchy
BUURbook has been accepted as a participatory tool by the area committee. As the chairman of the
area committee stated:
‘BUURbook is one of our tools we use for facilitating participation. We have a number of pages on
BUURbook which we use to gain information on issues in the neighbourhood…’-R3
At the website of the area committee HIS, BUURbook is also listed among the tools for citizen to
gain in contact with the area committee. Citizens and professionals in Schiebroek embraced
BUURbook as a communication tool to interact with diﬀerent actors.
But BUURbook also leads to actions that aﬀect traditional planning processes. The discussions
started in Schiebroek at BUURbook regarding the Skaeve Huse and Plaswijckpark influenced the
planning process. The municipality and area committee had to change their plans or advises due to
the activities on the platform. This indicates that the actors in the network are being displaced and
the hierarchy is changing.
The municipality and area committee are struggling with input on plans provided via BUURbook. At
this point it is not clear what the impact of BUURbook is compared to other participatory (e)tools. In
the interviews with citizens in Schiebroek the interviewees were doubtful when answering the
question if BUURbook would enhance their influence on decision-making processes. On the other
hand they state that it gives them the opportunity to connect with other citizens, but when it comes
to actual decision-making the interviewed citizens did not experience much diﬀerences in their
influence compared to traditional (oﬄine) participation tools.
This indicates that the introduction of BUURbook is located at the phase of hierarchy, as presented
in figure 24. Actors gain influence on decision-making processes due to interactions with BUURbook
in Schiebroek, as the previous paragraph concluded, which indicates that the hierarchy in the
network is changing. But the interviewed actors are not sure of the actual influence of BUURbook on
decision-making processes. The diﬀerent actors interacting with BUURbook are at this point
evaluating the value, impact and role of the tool in the decision-making process of neighbourhood
planning projects.
Institution
The use of BUURbook is not yet formally institutionalised. The area committee present BUURbook
as one of their participatory tools but the use of it is not formally institutionalised.
BUURbook is not mentioned in one of the policy documents on (e)participation of the central
municipality of Rotterdam nor the area committee. In the interview with the urban planner of
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Rotterdam the institutionalisation of the use of e-tools was raised. The planner wasn't aware of any
policies or regulations concerned the use of BUURbook but was interested in talking about it.
Developing a policy or regulations regarding the use of BUURbook is a step to the institutionalisation
of BUURbook as an actor in decision-making processes.

Perplexity

Consultation

Hierarchy

Institution

BUURbook-Schiebroek
Figure 24: Due process of translation - Schiebroek

6.4.2 Sterrenburg
Since the introduction of BUURbook to the actor network of Sterrenburg it has gone through a few
of phases of the due process of Latour (2004). Based on the collected data and the results presented
in the previous paragraphs the phases will be discussed in the context of Sterrenburg.
Perplexity
The municipality of Dordrecht searched for an interactive tool to communicate with- and connect
diﬀerent actors in Sterrenburg. The traditional neighbourhood websites fulfilled this role till now, but
they were lacking in interactiveness. The municipality opened-up to this new platform due to the
need of more online interaction. This made the municipality open towards a new actor. The citizens
of Sterrenburg are at a later stage introduced to the tool.
Consultation
BUURbook got introduced to the actors in Sterrenburg in diﬀerent ways. Information concerning
BUURbook got spread via flyers, was mentioned at meetings regarding neighbourhood projects and
was presented at special introduction meetings. Besides that there is a group of volunteers who
promote BUURbook via the word of mouth. As one of the interviewed volunteers stated in one of the
interviews:
‘I often approach people and tell them about BUURbook. Then I will give them a paper with the website
and tell them to visit them to find out what is happening in our neighbourhood…’-R5
Despite the promotion oﬀ the tool only a small group of the residents of Sterrenburg is familiar with
BUURbook. The number of households active interacting with BUURbook is in Sterrenburg (1,5%)
way less than in Schiebroek (8,5%). This is also reflects on the usage of the tool.
The interviews and observation of the platform have shown that immigrants and elderly are absent
on BUURbook-Sterrenburg. Together they represent 35% of the total population what makes it
interesting to involve them in collaborative decision-making processes. Both groups are also hard to
reach in oﬄine participatory processes but online processes create more obstacles, the so called
digital dived. For elderly the use of online tools forms an obstacle since they do not always have
access to a computer or know how to use it. As came up in the interviews this will change in time,
but for now it is a relevant obstacle to take in account. For immigrants the language forms a possible
barrier. The communication via BUURbook is only in text.
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With 1,5% signed up members BUURbook still has to be introduced to a lot of other actors in
Sterrenburg to be part of the actor-network. Therefore BUURbook-Sterrenburg finds itself in the
stage of Consultation (figure 25).
Hierarchy
Since the tool is not well consulted yet, the phase of hierarchy is not started. Actors in Sterrenburg
first need to get familiar with BUURbook in order to be able to evaluate its importance and location
in the actor-network.
Institution
The municipality isn't unfamiliar with the use of e-tools. Over the years the municipality experimented
a lot with diﬀerent e-tools and documented these processes. One example is the analysis of the
project Online Voting in Sterrenburg executed by Platform31*. An other example is the website
dordtaanzet.nl which presents all diﬀerent kind of e-participatory tools the municipality uses or
citizens of Dordrecht can use. This indicates that the municipality of Dordrecht is open to the use of
e-tools in participatory processes what might lead to an institutionalisation. The introduction of
BUURbook is still in a too early phase of the translation process to be institutionalised.

Perplexity

Consultation

Hierarchy

Institution

BUURbook-Sterrenburg
Figure 25: Due process of translation - Sterrenburg

*http://www.platform31.nl/uploads/media_item/media_item/34/89/
Bloemkoolwijken_weerbaar_maken_nu_en_straks-1418896198.pdf

6.4.3 Conclusion
The previous paragraphs answered the research question: What phase of translation can be
determined regarding the introduction of BUURbook in the selected neighbourhoods?- for the
diﬀerent cases. Comparing the processes of the two cases shows mutual successes and obstacles
but also diﬀerences. This comparison led to the following mutual conclusion.
The analysis has shown the importance of following the due process. It has shown that, when not all
involved key actors open themselves towards the new actor, in this case a web 2.0 tool, it is not
possible to continue the process of translation. The case of Schiebroek has shown some obstacles
regarding the involvement of the central municipality with BUURbook. The central municipality of
Rotterdam is not as well integrated in to the process. The government oﬃcial of the central
municipality are not well introduced to the tool as for example the members of the area committee.
Therefor they do not know how to interact with the tool, which counteracts the agency of actors to
the decision-making process. To be able to institutionalise BUURbook and leave the phase of
hierarchy the central municipality of Rotterdam should be reintroduced to BUURbook.
Also Dordrecht struggled with the introduction of BUURbook as a new actor in the neighbourhood.
The tool got accepted and is being used by the municipality and social workers in the
neighbourhood but the citizens of Sterrenburg are hard to reach. The interactions between the
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residents of Sterrenburg and BUURbook are limited,
Blackbox
despite several attempts to activate the actors. This
might be due to the fact that there are little events in the
neighbourhood which activate citizens to participate. The
topics discussed have a social focus. This makes it
interesting for a select group of citizens. By using the
Translation
platform to discuss more planning related subjects
e.g., the renovation of the neighbourhood a larger
group might get introduced to BUURbook. This
Figure 26:
will contribute to proceed the process of
Categories translation to the next phase.
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6.5 Blackbox
The following paragraph will discuss the potential impact of BUURbook on decision-making
processes by answering the research question: How does the introduction of BUURbook contribute
to the opening of the “black box” of decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects?
A black box contains a sealed network of people and things (Stalder, 1997), as discussed in chapter
two. Once a black box is created it becomes diﬃcult to question or to change it. The stability of a
black box is influenced by the costs of reopening it. Software for example is constantly reopened
and sealed because it is low cost in production and it delivers much. The blackbox of participating in
decision-making processes for planning projects on the other hand is much more diﬃcult to open.
Many diﬀerent actors, laws and policies are connected to this black box. The benefits should be high
enough to open the blackbox and redesign the process. The process of constantly questioning some
elements of the box, ‘finding bugs’ can contribute to open the black box. According to Latour (2004),
a black box is created through “acts of translation”. The due process of translation of the two cases
is discussed in the previous paragraph. The results in the previous paragraph present the current
stage the network is in.
This paragraph will discuss the potential of BUURbook as an actor to open the Blackbox of
decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects. The current stage of BUURbook in
the translation process has been analysed in the previous paragraphs. This showed that both cases
contain them self in stage where BUURbook isn't institutionalised. This makes it diﬃcult to state if
BUURbook will aﬀect the decision-making processes since it is still finding its way in to the network.
This paragraph will therefore study the benefits and bugs of BUURbook for decision-making
processes to understand if BUURbook has potential to contribute to open the blackbox of decisionprocesses.

6.5.1 Schiebroek
Since the introduction of BUURbook in October 2015 many actors in Schiebroek started interacting
with BUURbook. The tool is supported by the area committee, linked to many other platforms and etools and 8,5% of the households has singed up to the platform. BUURbook is well supported on
local level and the discussions have agency on the advices of the area committee. But on municipal
level the agency of BUURbook stagnates. Planners are not familiar with the use of BUURbook as a
participatory or communication tool, what lead to less support for the tool.
But BUURbook can’t be ignored. Since the introduction of BUURbook the actors involved in
planning projects are reforming the hierarchy. In the interviews participants stated benefits and bugs
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from BUURbook for the decision-making processes. The following benefits and bugs of BUURbook
in Schiebroek are mentioned by the interviewees from Schiebroek:
Benefits

Bugs

Effective for problem and opinion inventories
(AC, NC, CM)

Negative/ empty discussions
(AC, C, NC)

Promotes and improves participation
(AC)

Blunt opinions
(AC, C, NC)

Fast information flow
(C, NC)

Time consuming
(AC)

Connects actors
(C)

Low number of users
(AC, C, NC)

Easy to use
(C)

Elderly absent
(C, NC)

Qualitative information flow
(C, CM)
Neighbourhood and context oriented
(C)
No costs (for citizens)
(C)
Wide reach
(C)

Table 6:Benefits & Bugs BUURbook - Schiebroek

AC= Area committee, NC= Neighbourhood
committee, CM= Central municipality, C=
Citizens

The analysis of the benefits and bugs has shown that the participants named more benefits than
bugs regarding the interaction with BUURbook for decision-making processes. The most frequently
named bugs where the number of users and the negativity. For BUURbook to have an impact on
decision-making processes it will need more support, so more users. The negativity on the platform
is something what is seen more often on online platforms. As a member of neighbourhood
committee BoPP stated in the interview:
‘People just post their opinion but do not have the feeling that they contribute to a decision-making
process. This sometimes results in tacky fights or verbal abuse…’ -R2
But other interviewees also though that BUURbook continues to the production of qualitative
information of a reasonable level. Negativity on the platform is show incidental, but it aﬀects the
functionality.
The responses of the interviewees are overall positive when it comes to the functionality of
BUURbook and its potentials for the future. BUURbook does eﬀect the deciton-making processes in
Schiebroek. But since BUURbook still consists at an early stage of translation it can be stated that
BUURbook will contribute to opening the blackbox of decision-making process.
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6.5.2 Sterrenburg
BUURbook-Sterrenburg is well supported by the municipality of Dordrecht but less supported by the
citizens of Sterrenburg. Only 1,5 of the households is a member of BUURbook and it seems diﬃcult
to activate the actors in the neighbourhood. Even though the introduction of BUURbook lingers in
the consultation phase there is potential for the tool since the government is very supportive and
experienced with the use of e-tools. The interviews showed the following benefits and bugs
concerned the interactions of BUURbook in decision-making processes in Sterrenburg:

Benefits

Bugs

Easy to use (C, P, M)

Low number of users
(C)

Qualitative information flow
(C)

Passive use
(C, M, P)

Neighbourhood and context oriented
(C)

Technical improvements
(P)

Interactive
(P, M)

Competition with other tools
(M, C, P)

Wide reach
(P, M)

Anonymity
(C)

Non commercial (no adds)
(M)
Different ways to use the tool
(M)
Connects actors
(C)
*C= Citizens, P= Professionals, M= Municipality
Table 7: Benefits & Bugs BUURbook - Sterrenburg

Most of the statements correspond to the statements made in Schiebroek. The interviewees agree
on the points that BUURbook is easy to use and produces a qualitative information flow. They
emphasis the focus on the neighbourhood, as one of the citizens of Sterrenburg stated:
‘I think that it is a great benefit that BUURbook focusses on the neighbourhood. Other platforms such as
Facebook give me so much information of people I do not even know. The neighbourhood is something
that concerns me and I find important…’ -R5
But the number of bugs is relatively bigger in Sterrenburg compared to Schiebroek. The low number
of users was also mentioned by one of the citizens of Sterrenburg as a bug, but the other
interviewees was sure that this would change in time. They did experienced a lot of passive and
anonymous use. Citizens might read the posts but do not post items themeless or respond to it. The
platform has the potential to improve interaction, but in Sterrenburg this has not shown yet. The
competition with other tools was also mentioned by all of the interviewees in Sterrenburg. The
website dordtaanzet.nl present the long list of e-tools the municipality and the citizens use to
participate in their neighbourhood. This might cause confusion for the actors which tools they should
use.
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As the previous paragraph discussed Sterrenburg is still in a stage where it is being introduced to the
actors in the network. The focus of the use of the platform at this moment is more on social issues
than planning related issues. Citizens are notactivated to contribute to decisions-making processes.
The potential that BUURbook will contribute to the opening of the blackbox of decision-making
processes in Sterrenburg is therefor very small.

6.5.3 Conclusion

The previous paragraphs answered the research question: How does the introduction of BUURbook
contribute to the opening of the “black box” of decision-making processes in neighbourhood
planning projects?- for the two cases. Comparing the benefits and the bugs of the two cases shown
comparisons and diﬀerences. This comparison led to the following conclusion for both
neighbourhoods.
The results shown that BUURbook does not contribute to the opening of decision-making processes
at the current moment. Both cases are in a too early stage of the translation process to have a
substantial impact on the black box of decision-making processes. In the case of Schiebroek this is
manly caused by the aspect that BUURbook is not embraced by the central government who is in
charge of making decisions. The tool is not institutionalised in policies or participation strategies of
the central government. Planners are insuﬃcient familiar with the tool. This limits BUURbook to
contribute to the decision-making process.
In Sterrenburg BUURbook does not contribute to the opening of decision-making processes since
there are to few users. The tool has also a focus on social issues and not on decision-making
processes related to planning issues.
Even though BUURbook does not directly contribute to the opening of the blackbox, the previous
paragraphs did show that BUURbook influences the actor-network. The tables with the benefits and
bugs had a more positive focus than negative, this indicates that there is a potential for BUURbook
to be more involved in the actor-network of the two cases. In the discussion I will further elaborated
on the potential of BUURbook in the future.

Key actors

Blackbox

Decision
Translation

Interaction

Agency
Figure 27: CategoriesBlackbox
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7. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
This thesis discussed the contribution of a web 2.0 tool to collaborative decision-making processes
for neighbourhood planning projects. The study included the case of the introduction of the tool
BUURbook in two neighbourhoods: Rotterdam, Schiebroek and in Dordrecht, Sterrenburg. The
results of this thesis present the contribution of web 2.0 tools for collaborative decision-making
processes, by studying their actor-network. In the following section the discussion, followed by the
conclusion of this thesis will be presented.

7.1 Discussion
In this paragraph the outcomes of the present research will be discusses. At first I will reflect the
outcomes to the problem statement. In this section I will discuss if the outcomes of this study meet
the potentials of e-participation described by the proponents of web 2.0 tools. Following on that I will
formulate recommendations for e-participation and the new environmental law. The discussion will
end with a critical reflection on the limitations of this study.

7.1.1 Reflection
The paradigm of collaborative planning, which is characterised by an inclusive dialogic approach
were multiple stakeholders are included in planning processes (Brand & Gaﬃkin, 2007), puts an
emphasis on public participation. But in planning practice public participation does not always meet
the intended goal to include diﬀerent stakeholders. Due to multiple reasons participation often has a
tokenistic or symbolic character. We speak of tokenism when citizens are asked to participate, but
decisions are already made or when their input is not included. Some scholars (Sandoval-Almazan &
Gil-Garci, 2011; Pieper & Pieper, 2014; Lee et al., 2014) argue that electronic participation counters
some of the drawback of public participation in planning processes. Urban planner Zef Hemel (2016)
even calls it the salvation of the planning profession since it enables citizens to connect with each
other what creates collective intelligence where the planning profession can benefit from.
E-participation, the salvation for the planning profession?
This study confirms that web 2.0 tools enable actors to connect and interact with each other a way
traditional face-to-face tools can not. Online tools often have a bigger reach than oﬄine tools. Etools are easy to use which stimulates fast flows of information. But the collective intelligence, which
Zef Hemel emphasises, does not necessarily presents the voice of an entire neighbourhood. The
digital divide is present at online platforms since elderly and emigrants often are absent. The study
showed that the group of participants at web 2.0 tools are comparable with the usual suspects
participating in oﬄine meetings. These usual suspects are groups of participants who are frequently
present at meetings such as volunteers and members of neighbourhood committees. This study did
not analysed in specific characteristics of the participants such as age, gender and background, but
it analysed their online interactions. The analysis of the interactions showed me that there is a strong
mutual opinion on the platform. Actors with other opinions than the majority have diﬃculties
presenting it. Therefor I think it is important for planners to take account that collective intelligence
often presents one perspective and it does not includes all voices.
One of the pro arguments of e-tools is the easy accessibility and the low costs. The study showed
that the accessibility and rapidity of web 2.0 tools stimulate citizens to participate in their
neighbourhood. Actors can post their opinion and respond to others with just a view clicks. This
makes web 2.0 tools very accessible, but also a noncommittal form of participation. The study has
shown that participation via web 2.0 tools is successful when it comes to the distribution and
collection of information on plans but for in dept discussions the input is too noncommittal and more
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background information is needed. I think that this is due to the newness of e-tools in planning
processes. Citizens are not used to have input on their environment in such an approachable way
and the same goes for planners. Actors need to get used to web 2.0 tools as a new actor in
communication systems. The e-participation vision from the municipality of Rotterdam e.g. stated
that e-tools have shortcomings when it comes to diﬃcult planning issues because actors need more
background information. I do not agree with this statement since I see much potential in online
education. An example of an e-tool used to explain diﬃcult topics is MOOC - Massive open online
course. MOOC uses video clips to teach students diﬀerent topics. I think that when situations are
well explained in a visual an accessible way e-tools have great qualities to also explain complex
planning issues. I do agree that face-to-face meetings have a lot of value and should not be replaced
with video clips, but they can definitely strength each other.
The main problem discussed in the introduction was the tokenistic character of participation in
planning processes, which might be counted by e-participation. The study showed a positive
outcome towards the influence of citizens on decision-making processes under the condition that
government oﬃcials interact directly with citizens online. E-participation enables actors to interact
directly and fast with each other. But the online interaction with the central municipality is lacking.
The presence of diﬀerent institutional levels, as we’ve seen in Rotterdam, creates bureaucracy and
limits the influence of actors. The study has shown that it is not clear how the input, generated by
online interactions, is integrated in the decisions. Bureaucracy blurs the input of actors, provided by
online participation. This indicates that e-participation deals with the same tokenistic pitfalls as
oﬄine participation. In the current situation I do not think that e-tools have the agency to change this
situation. This outcome is in line with the results of the study from Åstrom (2011). Åstrom (2011)
states that the introduction of ICT in to planning processes as not had any significant impact on the
question of power sharing. For this study I partly agree with the conclusion of Åstrom (2011). In the
studied cases planners can select the input they want to use, which makes them in charge of the
collaboration. But online platforms enable citizens to group and form a fist pro or against
developments. When the group is large enough they can exert pressure which cannot be ignored. An
example in this study was the discussion regarding the Skaeve Huse.
Government oﬃcials present in this study use web 2.0 tools mainly to distribute and collect
information. This is a rather narrow approach when it comes to the inclusion of participation in to
planning processes. Royo & Yetano (2015) present comparable results in their study on
crowdsourcing as tool for e-participation at municipal level. In their study they indicate that local
government oﬃcials use e-tools in the same way as they use traditional participation tools. Therefor
e-tools do not contribute to the promotion of active participation of citizens. They do state that the
use of e-tools contribute to transparency. The outcomes of Royo & Yetano (2015) are in line with the
outcomes of this study. While analysing BUURbook I’ve indicated the tool is mostly used for the
distribution of information, either way from the government or towards the government. In the
studied case the tool made it easier for citizens to be included in to the projects, but at the
administrative level their influence was limited.

7.1.2 Recommendations
The upcoming environmental law will legally embed public participation into planning processes. It is
currently being debated how this will be included. The Netherlands Institute for Social Research
(SCP) states that under the influence of digitalisation the supply and demand of information changes
(van den Broek et al., 2016). This information is, in contradiction to the traditional media channels,
such as tv, radio and newspapers, created by multiple sources. Citizens do not only gain information
on their neighbourhood but they also provide information, whether asked or unasked for. Therefore
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participation when it comes to participation and the new environmental law (van den Broek et al.,
2016). This study led to the following recommendations regarding the implementation of eparticipation in the new environmental law.
The first recommendation I make is about the function of web 2.0 tools. Web 2.0 tools are eﬀective
to gain feedback on plans, to make announcements and identify problems. The problem
identification can be initiated by the municipality but also by analysing online discussions started by
the public. The case study has shown that e-participation is currently not suitable for in-depth
discussions. E-participation can be non-committal and for complex topics more background
information, preferably provided via face-to-face meetings, is desirable. Web 2.0 tools seem to
function as a platform to spread information and the launch discussions. Online and oﬄine
participation should therefor not exclude each other but should compliment each other on their
shortcomings. As I stated before, I think that the function of web 2.0 tools can change when more
actors accept and interact with web 2.0 tools. When this happens web 2.0 tools can also function as
a platform to educate actors and have more in depth discussions, but at the moment this is not the
case.
The second recommendation is to take advantage of the bottom-up input provided by web 2.0
interactions. The government can initiate e-participation but also bottom-up input should be taken in
account. The study has shown that municipalities are familiar and experienced with the collection of
opinions via web 2.0 tools but they are less experienced how to deal with bottom-up input. Based on
this study I see potentials for bottom-up participation for the new environmental law. When actors in
planning processes are familiar with this phenomena participation can become more self-organising.
At this moment municipalities are frequently initiators of participation processes what sometimes
results in an antagonistic we vs. they relation between citizens and planners. When the public is
more owner or initiator of processes this dynamic might change.
Final recommendation is to have a clear and well-accepted e-participation strategy. The results have
shown that there is indistinctness within municipalities on how to interact with web 2.0 tools. Some
government oﬃcials do not interact online due to time limitations or because they are afraid to make
false statements. Municipalities in the Netherlands are lacking applicable policies or strategies on eparticipation. The policy documents from the studied municipalities where outdated or to general to
apply. This results in the absence of planners in online discussions. A uniform strategy, municipal
broad might help planners and other government oﬃcials to feel more confident in online
interactions. I see many potential in the communication strategy of the municipality of Dordrecht. In
this study their potentials did not fully show since BUURbook was not very active in Sterrenburg but
Dordrecht has a strong participatory culture. Their strategy does not focus on tools but on the
process. These make them flexible and have an open attitude to new actors.

7.1.3 Limitations
It should be noted that the results presented in this thesis might have been influenced by the chosen
methods and theoretical framework. By using ANT the research focused on the interaction between
diﬀerent actors. I did not focus on the diﬀerent roles of the actors or their background, but only on
their interactions. It would be interesting for a follow-up research to study the backgrounds (age,
gender, ethnicity etc.) of the actors to know more about the type of users. This was beyond the
scope of the present study.
As many key actors as possible are included in this study. Due to time and resource limitations I
wasn't able to include all actors according to the guidelines of ANT. This made me select the relevant
key actors. The key actors are actors that are prominent present in the online discussions and in the
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interviews. If there where more time and resources available it would be interesting to also include
less prominent actors in the analysis. In chapter two, I discussed one of the limitations of ANT, that it
requires a time-consuming research process. Since this considered a master thesis research I’ve had
to be selective on the guidelines from ANT to conduct the research. When more time and resources
where available it would have been desirable to conduct more interviews to gain more input from
diﬀerent actors.
The scope of this study was rather broad and explorative. For a follow-up study there could be
zoomed-in to one of the sub questions, for example the institutionalisation of the tool or agency
between actors. In this study the topics were addressed briefly but can be studied more in dept.
The reader should bear in mind that the study is based on a singular case study. The case study
provided an example of the introduction of a web 2.0 tool in two neighbourhoods. The
neighbourhood Sterrenburg showed limited planning related interactions. This could be considered
to be an miss-selected case but personally I’ve found it very interesting to see how the same tool
could have such a diﬀerent implementation. This confirmed the one of the principles of ANT that you
shouldn't look at the role of one single actor but you should look at the interactions of an actor within
its entered actor-network. For further research it might be interesting to also compare diﬀerent tools.
As a researcher I interfered within the actor-network of the two neighbourhoods. It is beyond the
scope of this study to examine completely what my influence was on the network, but it is important
to consider the potential eﬀect. With this study I’ve might inspired actors to interact more or less with
BUURbook. An example is the urban planner of Rotterdam who was thinking about discussing how
to deal with BUURbook with his colleagues. An other example is the social worker of Dordrecht at
first who wasn't enthusiastic about BUURbook but when she saw the implementation of the tool in
Rotterdam, due to this study, she wanted to give it a second change. My impact on the actornetwork is probably very limited. Only a select group of citizens has been interviewed and I did not
interact in other ways with the network.

7.2 Conclusion
This final paragraph will provide a conclusion by reflecting on the objectives and by answering the
main research question. The social objective for this thesis is to gain a better understanding of eparticipation for planning practices. By gaining a better understanding of e-participation the values
for collaborative decision-making processes will be confirmed or refuted. For the planning profession
this is relative since the upcoming environmental law will legally embed public participation into
planning projects. The study also contributes to the scientific objective to gain more empirical
knowledge on the use of e-tools in planning process. Overall, it will answer the following central
research question:
How does the introduction of web 2.0 tools contribute to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects?
I studied the contribution of web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects by analysing the actor-network of the tool BUURbook in Rotterdam
and Dordrecht. This led to an inventory of the involved actors and their interactions. The contribution
of the tool is at first studied by analysing the agency of the involved actors on the made decisions in
neighbourhood planning projects. Secondly, the institutionalisation of the tool and the contribution of
the tool on the black box of decision-making processes have been analysed. This paragraph will give
a generalised answer on the sub questions and thereby the main research question. This will be
done by discussing the diﬀerent key actors involved, their interactions via web 2.0 tools and how
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these interactions aﬀected their agency. This will be followed by a conclusion on the
institutionalisation of web 2.0 tools and subsequently the potential opening of the black box will be
discussed.
Citizens
In the present study the most prominent group of actors on the web 2.0 tool are citizens. Citizens
involved in decision-making processes for neighbourhood planning projects via web 2.0 tools can be
divided in two groups:
-

social users, who are using the platforms mainly to gain information about their
neighbourhood and to connect with neighbours;

-

project users, who are using the platform to contribute to a specific project or event.

The tool enables citizens to connect with other actors and to form a fist for, or against developments.
The results indicate that e-participation makes is easier to interact with other actors involved in
neighbourhood planning projects than traditional face to face participation because it is easier and
faster to interact. The easy accessibility web 2.0 tools limits the boundaries for citizens to participate
in neighbourhood planning projects. But the easy accessibility also makes citizens less committed to
a project. The results shown that citizens use the platform to post their opinion or to read the
comments, which makes their interactions rather passive. An other outcome is that the opinions
posted on the platform are often uniform. Only a few participants give a diﬀerent opinion than the
majority. When this happens the online majority often countered these contradicting opinions.
The agency of citizens on decision-making processes is influenced by the interactions they have with
the actors in charge of the decision. Without interaction there is noting. Web 2.0 tools stimulate and
create opportunities for citizens to discuss with government oﬃcials about neighbourhood plans.
These interactions create agency for citizens. In the studied neighbourhoods the municipality was in
charge of the decisions. The agency of the diﬀerent actors will be discussed in the following section.
Municipality
The municipality includes a variety of diﬀerent actors. In the present study the vision of planners,
members of the area committee and neighbourhood managers are included as diﬀerent
representatives from the municipality.
The results shown that local representatives of the municipality (e.g. neighbourhood mangers, area
committee) are present on web 2.0 tools. They are active on the platform by posting questions and
collecting feedback on plans from residents. Government oﬃcials from the central municipality, such
as planners, are not present on the studied platform. The interactions between citizens and the local
representatives via web 2.0 tools enhance the agency of citizens. The study has shown that the
choices of the local representatives are influenced by the interactions with citizens via web 2.0 tools.
Web 2.0 tools enable citizens to interact at any place and at any time with government oﬃcials. The
local representatives report the outcomes of e-participation to the central municipality, for example
to the planning department. It is not always clear how the central municipality implements this
information. This makes the agency of citizens via web 2.0 interactions on neighbourhood planning
projects limited. The study has shown that planners from the municipality or Rotterdam are lacking
experience and are missing policies on the use of web 2.0 tools. Municipalities are currently at an
experimental stage when it comes to e-participation. This results in a passive attitude towards web
2.0 tools.
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Professionals
The group of professionals active on web 2.0 tools are mainly represented by social workers that
have a strong connection with the neighbourhood. Online platforms enable them to promote events
or give information about the neighbourhood. In some cases they connect the citizens with the
governmental actors. Their influence in planning projects is limited.
Summing-up
The results shown that citizens are familiar with interacting via web 2.0 tools. They easily find their
way online, interact with other actors and collect or distribute information. Governmental actors
seem to be less familiar with interacting online. Both cases shown that municipalities are familiar with
the municipal websites but they are looking for more interactive platforms. Municipalities are
experimenting with web 2.0 tools, but the use of web 2.0 tools is not yet institutionalised. The study
has shown that steps need to be made to continue the whole process of translation. To be able to
continue this process all actors involved need to be open to the introduction of web 2.0 tools as a
new actor in decision-making processes. The development of e-participation policies or strategies
might help government oﬃcials to get familiar with web 2.0 tools.
When all actors are open- and able to accept the web 2.0 tools this might open the black box of
decision-making processes. Answering the research question it can be said that the contribution of
web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making processes in neighbourhood planning projects is in
the current stage limited. The idea of collaborative decision-making processes is to include diﬀerent
perspectives from diﬀerent actors. Web 2.0 tools enable actors to connect with each other and to
spread information eﬀectively but their agency to the eventual decision is limited. Online interactions
provide a new and rapid information flow. To include this in decision-making processes the system
needs to be reviewed. Planners need to get familiar with the tools and processes need to become
more flexible. At the moment stakeholders can only participate (in Dutch: inspraak) at set moments in
planning processes but e-participation happens all the time and isn't bounded by time and place. At
the current stage web 2.0 tools contribute to decision-making processes by connecting actors and
spreading information.
This thesis discussed the introduction of web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making processes in
neighbourhood planning projects. The study has shown that web 2.0 tools have a limited
contribution to collaborative decision-making processes at the moment. Web 2.0 tools enable the
public to participate at planning projects at any place and at any time. This is a major diﬀerence with
current participation processes, which are mostly initiated by the government. The crowd generates
the input on web 2.0 tools. They generate rapid content on a variety of topics. This is very useful for
feedback on plans and problem identification. For more in-depth discussions web 2.0 tools seem to
lack committed participants. The present institutional framework seems to make the agency of the
public via web 2.0 tools limited to decisions. Planners and other government oﬃcials are rarely
present at web 2.0 tools, also due to lacking policy documents and strategies concerned eparticipation. The study did show that government oﬃcials are experimenting with web 2.0 tools.
The development of e-participation strategies and policies might reduce the experimental character
and potentially enhance the contribution of web 2.0 tools to collaborative decision-making
processes in neighbourhood planning projects. When all involved actors accept web 2.0 tools as a
new actor in neighbourhood planning projects I consider it to have great potentials to contribute to
collaborative planning projects.
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Annex I - E-tool inventory
E-TOOL

WEB 2.0 TOOL RECENT AND
ACTIVELY
USED

BOTTOM-UP/
INDEPENDENT

PLANNING
RELATED

FINLAND, HELSINKI:
KERROKARTALLA
FINLAND, HELSINKI:
MAPTIONNAIRE
NETHERLANDS,
UTRECHT:JIJ MAAKT
UTRECHT
NETHERLANDS:
VERBETER DE BUURT
NETHERLANDS: DOE
MEE IN ARNHEM
NETHERLANDS:
NIJMEGEN DIRECT
NETHERLANDS:
ESTADSLAB
NETHERLANDS:
BUURBOOK
AUSTRALIA,
MELBOURNE;INVISIBLE
LANDSCAPE
NETHERLANDS: SOCIAL
IMPACT
BELGIUM, CITIZENLAB

USA, NEXTDOOR
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Annex II - Interview protocols
Introduction text:
Mijn naam is Elsje Kaptijn, ik zit momenteel in mijn laatste jaar van mijn studie landschap architectuur
en planning aan de Wageningen universiteit. Ik schrijf mijn scriptie over het gebruik van zogenaamde
web 2.0 tools in buurtprojecten. Ik ben geïnteresseerd hoe deze nieuwe vormen van
burgerparticipatie de traditionele processen beïnvloeden, of niet. Dit doe ik onder andere door
BUURbook te analyseren middels interviews met gebruikers, niet gebruikers, de gemeente etc. Uw
input zal ik anoniem verwerken. Heeft u er bezwaar tegen als ik het interview opneem? Het interview
zal maximaal een uur duren.
Interview Urban planner municipality Rotterdam:
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen

2.

Kunt u kort uitleggen wat uw functie is?

3.

Wat is uw rol bij het project omtrent het plaswijckpark?

4.

Hoe zijn de bewoners betrokken bij het proces?

5.

Waarom is daar wel of niet voor BUURbook gekozen?

6.

Heeft de discussie op BUURbook een rol gespeeld op de besluitvorming?

7.

Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen?

8.
Welke voordelen heeft het gebruik van Web 2.0 tools als BUURbook ten opzichten van
traditionele communicatie middelen
9.

En welke nadelen?

Interview member neighbourhood committee:
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen?

2.

Wat is BoPP, wat doen jullie en wat is uw rol daarbij?

3.

Hoe zou u uw buurt omschrijven?

4.

Hoe gebruikt u BUURbook?

5.

Waarom gebruik u BUURbook?

6.

Welke discussies volgt u zoal? Waarom die en hoe volgt u die (passief of actief)?

7.
Hoe ervaart u uw invloed binnen deze discussies? Is dat anders dan via de traditionele
kanalen? (Directe communicatie, krant, mail, post)
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8.
Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen? (ziet u daar iets
terug van de discussies)
9.

Wat vindt u goed functioneren aan BUURbook?

10.

Wat vindt u niet goed functioneren aan BUURbook?

11.

Wie zou ik naar uw menig nog moeten interviewen om mijn vragen beantwoord te krijgen?

Interview citizens:
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen?

2.

Hoe zou u uw buurt omschrijven?

3.

Hoe gebruikt u BUURbook? (actief/passief)

4.

Waarom gebruik u BUURbook?

5.

Welke discussies volgt u zoal? Waarom die en hoe?

6.

Wie of welke groep is het meest actief op BUURbook?

7.
Hoe ervaart u uw invloed binnen deze discussies? Is dat anders dan via de traditionele
kanalen?
8.
Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen? (ziet u iets terug van
de discussies)
9.

Wat vindt u goed functioneren?

10.

Wat vindt u niet goed functioneren?

11.

Wie zou ik naar uw menig nog moeten interviewen om mijn vragen beantwoord te krijgen?

Interview neighbourhood manager Dordrecht:
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen

2.

Kunt u kort uitleggen wat u als wijk manager doet?

3.

Wat voor wijk is Sterrenburg?

4.

Waarom maakt u gebruik van BUURbook?

5.

Hoe gebruikt u BUURbook?

6.

Hoe wordt BUURbook door de buurt gebruikt?

7.

Welke discussies of onderwerpen volgt u? Waarom die en hoe?

8.

Wie zijn de gebruikers van BUURbook?
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9.
Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen? (uw persoonlijke
impact en die van buurtbewoners)
10.

Wat is het eﬀect van BUURbook op uw werk als wijkmanager?

11.
Welke voordelen heeft het gebruik van Web 2.0 tools als BUURbook ten opzichten van
traditionele communicatiemiddelen?
12.

En welke nadelen?

13.

Wie zou ik naar uw menig nog moeten interviewen om mijn vragen beantwoord te krijgen?

Interview chairman area committee HIS Rotterdam
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen

2.

Kunt u kort uitleggen wat de gebiedscomissies in Rotterdam doen?

3.

Wat is uw rol binnen de gebiedscomissie HIS?

4.

Maakt de gebiedscommisie gebruik van BUURbook?

5.

Waarom gebruik de gebiedscomissie BUURbook wel of niet??

6.

Zo ja; Hoe gebruikt de gebiedscomissie BUURbook?

7.

Zo ja; Welke discussies of onderwerpen? Waarom die en hoe?

8.

Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen?

9.
Welke voordelen heeft het gebruik van Web 2.0 tools als BUURbook ten opzichten van
traditionele communicatie?
10.

En welke nadelen?

11.

Wie zou ik naar uw menig nog moeten interviewen om mijn vragen beantwoord te krijgen?

Interview communication adviser Sterrenburg Dordrecht
1.

Met wie heb ik het genoegen

2.

Kunt u kort uitleggen wat uw functie is?

3.

Wat voor wijk is Sterrenburg?

4.

Hoe bent u met Buurbook in contact geraakt?

5.

Waarom maakt u gebruik van BUURbook?

6.

Hoe gebruikt u BUURbook?

7.

Hoe wordt BUURbook door de buurt gebruikt?

8.

Welke discussies of onderwerpen volgt u? Waarom die en hoe?
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9.

Wie zijn de gebruikers van BUURbook?

10.
Hoe ervaart u de impact van BUURbook op besluitvormingsprocessen? (uw persoonlijke
impact en die van buurtbewoners)
11.

Wat is het eﬀect van BUURbook op uw werk?

12.
Welke voordelen heeft het gebruik van Web 2.0 tools als BUURbook ten opzichten van
traditionele communicatiemiddelen?
13.

En welke nadelen?

14.

Wie zou ik naar uw menig nog moeten interviewen om mijn vragen beantwoord te krijgen?
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Annex III - Flow charts data analysis
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institutional
framework

Open organisation
Public participation
high on the agenda
Let citizens make
the decision

Neighbourhood
Quiet & green
neighbourhood
Not many problems
Ageing population
Immigrants
Many facilities
50 years old
Soon to be
renovated

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy
E-participation for
the renewal project
More interaction
Self organisation
Let if evolve itself
organically
Presenting the tool
on meetings
Focussing on the
whole process not
just the tool
One year online

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actors
BUURbook
Volunteers
Social
workers
Municipality
Community
builder
Neighbourho
od newsroom
Used by a
small group
Other (e)tools

Use

• Informing
• Questions

Result

• Small group of
users
• Informative
• Passive users
• Great potential
• Easy to use
• Neighbourhood
focus
Needs more
time

•

Flow chart Sterrenburg
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Institutional
framework

Area committees
(no administrative
power)
Central government
(decision maker)
Direct contact
citizens - area
committee
Top-down/
traditional central
municipality

Neighbourhood
Quiet & green
neighbourhood
Beloved
neighbourhood
Ageing population
Mixed population

Development and
implementation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional
need to include
citizens
Personal need to
connect with
neighbours
Limited
possibilities
existing tools
Spread by the
word of mouth
Implemented
together with the
area committee
Central
municipality is
not involved

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actors
BUURbook
Citizens
Residents
committees
Area
committee
Central
municipality
Professionals
Community
builder/
initiator
Action Groups
Other (e)tools

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Use

Informing
Questions
Discussions
Meeting &
connecting
with
neighbours
Sharing ideas
Social-use
Protesting
Gaining
feedback &
input on
governmental
plans

•

•

•

•

•

•

Result

Provide fast
information
about the
neighbourhood
Helps citizens to
create a ‘fist’
Brings people
together
Big projects
experienced
top-down
Unclear what
the central
municipality
does with the
input
Time consuming
for the area
committee

Flow chart Schiebroek
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